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From time to time, painting seems to fade from the limelight; relegated, we are told, 

to the past. But there are things in painting that can never be expressed by any other 

means, so time and again painting survives and is reborn, usually with its vitality and 

diversity refreshed by the challenge.

 Short Stories about Painting comes after some desperate years when painting has yet 

again been put through the wringer. There is, however, cause to be optimistic. Serious 

painters, finding themselves out on a limb, have continued to paint, and in the process 

appear yet again to be broadening the frontiers of what painting can and must do, to 

retain its voice in the contemporary world.

 The exhibition component of the project focuses on the work of six artists who 

embrace some of the diversity and complexity of painting today: Simon Callery, 

Louise Cattrell, Jeffrey Dennis, Tim Renshaw, Merlin James, and Virginia Verran. This 

publication, and accompanying DVD, are concerned with what painters do, rather than 

trying to explain why artists paint or what the paintings mean. And by offering this 

glimpse into the inventive ways that painters develop ideas and handle their materials, 

maybe audience and artist will be brought a little closer together, or perhaps it will 

merely compound the mystery.

 Our thanks for helping to bring all of this together must go to the artists and to all 

those who contributed to this book, and to Chelsea College of Art and Design for their 

support.

FOREWORD 

by Michael Richardson
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The Specialist

“… I once had this idea of starting a magazine called Oil Painting. It wouldn’t discuss 

anything else, and a critic would write in the way a sports writer would write when 

looking at tennis. He would say, ‘Beautiful ground stroke by God, look at the way he 

stroked that, and in that yellow, that Naples yellow.’” 

(Malcolm Morley) 1 

The idea of the specialist, within contemporary art, has taken a bit of a knock. The 

emphasis within much recent art has been on the ‘generalist’: the artist who is not 

bound by the demands of a particular medium and who can therefore extend their 

work through any appropriate means. They may even adopt or parody the working 

methods of some other specialist profession in order to test working assumptions, 

much as an anthropologist may seek to draw conclusions about human nature from the 

study of a particular tribe. But there is no tribe of painters, even though each one is a 

specialist in their own field.

 All fine art practice depends, to varying degrees, either in its inception or for its 

dissemination, on a substructure of technology that is largely undiscussed in the critical 

discourse that surrounds it. Digital video and photography is manipulated and edited 

within immensely powerful, ingenious and bewilderingly versatile software packages. 

The artists using them, much like their predecessors producing an edition of an 

engraving or lithograph, normally depend on the resources and expertise of the ‘master 

technicians’ assisting them. The artists’ own involvement with the technology might 

finish up anywhere on a spectrum between improvised intervention (perhaps actually 

extending or redefining the field) and a kind of neurotic fixation resulting in creative 

paralysis.

INTRODUCTION 

by Jeffrey Dennis
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 By comparison, painting might seem like some kind of unmediated, primal option 

for image-making, umbilically linked to the mythical but compelling images of the 

Corinthian Maid tracing her candle-lit lover’s shadow on the wall 2, or to that of a band 

of shaggy Neanderthals drooling over images of plump bison deep in a cave. Certainly, 

painting’s potential for directness is still part of its attraction: looking at, and applying 

what Philip Guston termed ‘coloured dirt’.3 This pragmatic approach continues to serve 

many artists well, but it rather suggests that, as is discussed by Alan Fitzpatrick in the 

conversation transcribed in this book, we take for granted the ‘technology’ involved 

every bit as much as the casual user of Photoshop, who doesn’t worry too much about 

binary code or silicon chips.

 The quotation from Malcolm Morley represents a typically mischievous contribution 

from an artist who, throughout his career, has had a knack of taking the debate in 

unexpected directions. His comparison between painting and sport no doubt springs 

partly from a weariness of the efforts of theorists to call the tune. He seems to endorse 

the uninhibited enjoyment of virtuoso performances of an arbitrary activity. But he 

points out that the quality of engagement is dependent on a certain amount of insight. 

Some attention to the means of making has been one of the aims of this project: I knew 

that all sorts of insights arise from the most casual conversation with a painter in their 

studio. The studio itself, in the conversations recorded here, is revealed as a workshop, 

a laboratory or a bunker; as a highly controlled environment or as a permeable, quasi-

domestic space. Perhaps it is the best possible environment (for better, or worse as 

Daniel Buren argued 4) to view the artist’s work? The varied relationships that these 

artists maintain between the hand-made and the mechanical process are also explored.

 But to attend solely to the means of making would be to ignore the ever-looming 

penumbra of assumptions, mythology, culture, memory and aspiration, 

all of which also inform the activity. So I am immensely grateful to all the writers 

of the stories that are reproduced here, some of which cast clear north light on 

the activities of painters, and some of which cast interesting, if distorted shadows.

 I would also to thank my partner in all matters, Jocelyn Clarke, for all kinds of 

essential help and support and those who generously lent their own specialist talents 

and time to the project: particularly Amanda Loomes, Dennis Mariner, 

Hugh O’Malley and Chris Socyzwcko.
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1 from Showing the View to a Blind Man: Malcolm Morley talking to David Sylvester, p15, 

Malcolm Morley catalogue to accompany exhibition 11th September until 12th October 1990, 

Anthony d’Offay Gallery, London.

2  The popularity of this image, particularly for Eighteenth Century Painters, is discussed by many 

writers including Julian Bell in What is Painting? Representation and Modern Art, Thames and 

Hudson 1999,  pp11-12.

3  Morton Feldman in conversation with Philip Guston, New York Times, 2nd February 1964.

4  Daniel Buren, The Function of the Studio, October #10,1979.

Traders, 2005 66 cms by 92 cms
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Conversations about Painting



… in conversati on



SIMON CALLERY … I think about the shortcomings in the manufacturing of things and 

how we can actually improve them: for instance, canvas.

JEFFREY DENNIS That’s why you were in conversation with Tim Green at Tate 

conservation wasn’t it?

SC We actually met when I had a show at ArtNow in 1999 and started talking … he 

was developing a method of ‘washing’ canvas, to change its nature.

JD Why?

SC I saw how beneficial it was … you completely wet it, wash the size out that the 

manufacturers coat the thread with to make it easier to weave. By washing, you make 

the weave much tauter, and then you replace the size with hydrated lime.

JD …  to de-acidify it.

SC Exactly. But also the process strengthens the threads … and you get a much more 

individualised surface as a raw material to start with.

JD What interests me about that is that you take the usual starting point of a painting 

and push it back.

SC You make decisions about your work before what we notionally think of as ‘the 

beginning’ of the painting.

JD You’re not taking anything for granted.

SC If you start taking decisions earlier, you have more chance of making something 

individual. The problem is that if you make too much of point about it, it is perceived as 

a fetishistic relationship to material.

JD It seems to become a question of ‘craft’, which I think is a problem for some 

people.

SC I think the correct way to look at it is that it is extending the parameters of your 

SIMON CALLERY 

Jeffrey Dennis talks to Simon Callery in Simon’s studio, Hackney, London, 

March 30th 2005
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creative process. A lot of the most influential decisions are taken early on.

JD If you start off down a track with something not right it’s like you are always trying 

to correct something?

SC In my case, in some of the earlier paintings, I was always scraping paint off.

JD You don’t do that any more?

SC With the material side of the new work it is much more that I am trying to 

impregnate the surface with the material.

JD So it’s not support - ground - paint?

SC Much more about the surface and material unified; trying to get material right into 

the surface, washing, sanding …

JD It’s not a ‘procedure’?

SC Each step will suggest the next possibility.

JD They are quite inscrutable in a way. It’s not easy to retrace your steps.

SC I keep trying to eliminate signs of depiction, so you have to look at the work in a 

different way. You can’t look at it in the way you would look at a picture. It’s more like 

trying to create a way of sensing and absorbing the physical properties of the paintings 

… some kind of notion about passive and active. Normally we put ourselves in a position 

that appears to be passive in front of a work that ‘informs’ us.

JD Like a document.

SC I am interested in reversing that flow. Finding a way in which we become aware of 

our perception - not just about the eye but about our physical relationship to the work. 

When I look at any kind of paintings I am interested in their physicality … rather than 

their imagery; in how they were made, the kind of marks the artist made. My whole 
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Cadet oil on canvas, 243.5 cms by 146.5 cms
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work is about a confrontation with landscape. I come from the Northern European 

tradition that’s about our relationship to the landscape. Sometimes I try to wipe 

that out and realise I can’t do that. It still has vestiges of a relationship to landscape. 

Sometimes I allow that to come to the fore again, sometimes push it away.

 ... this new way of working, trying to get material into the surface … trying to keep 

my colouration close to the colour of the actual material I start with, such as linen, so 

you have work that finally appears not that different from the raw material you started 

with. My interest is in trying to make that material real … express that aspect of it.

JD It could be seem a sort of entropy: things returning to their beginnings.

SC I see it as a beginning really, only because that reflects the most forceful aspect of 

it.
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JD Daniel Buren wrote something in the 1970s about work being often best seen in 

the artist’s studio: it never looks as good anywhere else.

SC the studio can become ‘your world’: you can become more influenced by your 

studio than anything else.

JD Is that necessarily a negative idea?

SC It’s got to do with the studio as a workshop where I can test out paintings in 

relation to architecture. You can’t just put them anywhere.

JD There’s quite a negotiation isn’t there. They are not generally made as site-specific, 

but they have the potential to work in particular spaces; they are not easel paintings.
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… in conversati on
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VIRGINIA VERRAN 

Jeffrey Dennis talks to Virginia Verran in her studio in Bethnal Green,

London, March 31st 2005

VIRGINIA VERRAN … that’s something that’s changed a lot. The paintings used to 

have that black or predominantly pink or red covered right over the whole stretcher 

and I’ve stopped that.

JEFFREY DENNIS There’s quite large areas of just primer, ground.

VV It makes it slightly more awkward and less like a space you can just look into: more 

staccato marks, less depth of space. There used to be maybe six or seven layers of paint 

so it would be quite dense.

JD I remember you saying something about shifting the paintings away from being an 

image of a figure or something, right back into the realm of optics. In the older work 

would there more recession, a feeling that there would be this imaginary space?

VV Yes, and things caught in between. But what’s been consistent throughout has 

been the rubbing back - absolutely fundamental: if you want a sense of body, or skin or 

something that’s how I get there.

JD Its quite unusual as a way of working the material: I know Callum Innes does those 

things where he dissolves paint, but that seems more like a performance that’s ‘out 

there’. With you it’s more like you’re trying to find something. 

VV Absolutely. It’s all about that. It takes quite along time. I might rub an area away 

and it’s just nothing … just rubbed away! I’m not always going to find it. The problem 

with that painting that I binned recently was that it didn’t really work from the start 

and the first couple of days are quite critical. This new one: I cancelled all sorts of 

appointments last week because I knew that if it didn’t work on the first day I had to try 

things on the second day.

JD You had to stick with it?

VV Really I knew that if I didn’t get it on the second day I would lose it: it’s really 
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critical.

JD So even if the painting is spread over a long time, there may be moments when 

you just have to stick with it?

VV Really the first few days: I have to make time … I can’t necessarily just come back 

and carry on, if I’ve lost the moment to rub paint off. I’ve got to put it on first in order to 

rub it off! It’s the bit I like the most: I like going ‘back to the light’.

JD When I first saw your work I was struck by its luminosity.

VV I like it to be coming from … if you think of the light coming off a human face.

JD I can’t ignore this huge pile of tissues on the floor below the painting.

VV I get through truckloads. I’ve just been to speak to the chap in the corner shop. 

He always only had green and yellow patterned tissues; the colour would transfer to 

the painting when I rubbed hard … very irritating! So I asked if he would stock the white 

kitchen roll: he wanted to know why on earth I was buying such large amounts!

JD This business of rubbing away a layer of paint seems akin to a photographic 

process: light seems to emerge from a dark field - even in this one, which seems to have 

a rather thin wash on it.

VV Well that one was completely rubbed back actually.

JD Was it quite dark to start with then?

VV I covered it with raw umber, which I then scrapped off with tissues, then I rubbed 

it down again, because I wanted it to be a bit like skin, like the skin of a drum.

JD It’s ‘in between’: you don’t think of it as a colour at all.

VV That’s what I really like: it feels like it’s gone beyond painting - like it’s breathing. I 

think it’s got to the stage now where I would find it quite difficult to touch it.

JD A lot of the marks appear to be made with the hands or fingers.

VV Yes: I know exactly how much pressure I can carry across.

JD The most sensitive brush you could have!

VV I really rely on it.

JD Do you think it’s also a sort of measurement?

VV It brings it back to the body …

JD I remember us talking about the ‘indirect’ expression of the body … a relationship 

to the body. We talked about skin but there is also the clustering of marks that is almost 

like ectoplasm.

VV I think of external and internal, of huge forces of mechanical or human engines; 
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things that are magnetised, pulling apart; even watch mechanisms; but also metal 

structures that are moving. I suppose a very literal way of putting it is the little cars that 

have come into the paintings: thinking about things travelling at different speeds; here, 

but also things in space and inside the body.

JD Earlier, you used the word ‘explosion’, that I would have been reluctant to use.

VV It’s horribly literal: maybe ‘eruption’ is better. It’s quite slow: something 

suppressed. I do think of pressure.

JD It’s a kind of consciousness of the fact that if there wasn’t atmospheric pressure on 

us, we would sort of explode, or drift apart. We are held in. It’s difficult to think about 

because you imagine yourself being inevitably ‘contained’ - the body as a sort of bag - 

but it’s only other stuff around you holding you in place!

VV I really do think about that a lot: the whole business of having a body encased in 

skin … like when you’re getting on a bus … just the huge amount of humanity squashed 

together, then you think about what’s inside them.

JD I don’t think that will be obvious to people looking at your paintings because they 

are not obviously fleshy, in the way a Rubens or de Kooning might be. It seems more to 

do with boundaries. If there is a ‘mass’ it is only because certain things are coinciding in 

the same space, passing through it. I remember thinking that if there was a body, it was 
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like a body without a skin, in danger of becoming a nebulous, gassy mass that wasn’t 

held together, just coalescing.
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Black Painting (Speed 101), 2004 oil on canvas, 183 cms by 168 cms
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… in conversati on
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TIM RENSHAW
Jeffrey Dennis talks to Tim Renshaw in his studio in Camberwell,

London, April 6th 2005

Jeffrey Dennis Is this one finished?

Tim Renshaw I think it’s still being worked on. I want to get rid of the ghost things 

coming through.

JD ‘Ghosts’?

TR I want to push them back into the picture.

JD Is that something that’s been overpainted?

TR A cruder version of what’s now on top.

JD Was that planned?

TR A reappraisal: very much a matter of seeing it and feeling it was too even and too 

uniform, probably more - I’m not sure if decorative is the right word - but something 

with more repetition that felt more process-orientated. I feel now that I want to 

toughen up some of the structure: give it more anatomy.

JD It takes a while to work your way back, as someone looking at the painting, 

through the layers, to see how the painting has evolved.

TR What’s on top is partly a response to what’s gone before, partly thinking how to 

embed things into the picture, to create cuts and separations between things, and at 

the same time to try to stop the ground just being neutral, not a simple black and white 

situation - this sitting here and that sitting there; hopefully to complicate that situation. 

The black shapes will play a more active role … I don’t think they do at the moment 

because of the way the ‘ghost’ almost weakens these areas … they are losing their 

solidarity: I am hoping that when they get more black they will take on more solidarity.

JD It wouldn’t be just a background even though they appear to be just black.

TR A more active component: the relations between these elements would become 
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more crucial …

JD In reproductions your work might appear a more graphic endeavour: straight lines, 

flat colour. But in reality they have quite tactile qualities: they are beautifully smooth, 

like shellac.

TR I don’t like the ones that are too ‘brittle’, on the surface or the oiliness gone.

JD It is oil paint?

TR It’s layering and layering.

JD It’s very matt: is it mixed with turpentine?

TR Just that the layering starts to ‘suck back’ into the surface … takes on a waxy 

density.

TR I like that quality of contradiction in something that isn’t just about putting one 

thing against another … but it could be somehow ‘in the painting’.

JD What would the two things be? I suppose there could be lots of possible polarities.

TR It might be something that has the speed of a sign but the slowness of structural 

syntax.

JD That’s a very concise exposition of what you do! It strikes me that the paintings are 

on one level rather simple: I remember you saying that a painting might only use three 

colours.

TR Two.

JD And I’ve seen your paintings in exhibitions and they’ve always appeared quite 

complex; I hadn’t at first noticed that they are made up of quite simple elements. So 

building that complexity from apparently simple elements: that’s another polarity.

TR That is an interesting one: feeling that, for instance, there is no such thing as a 

simple monochrome. That is always going to be contingent on an ‘outside’; always only 

relatively monochrome. If you took it apart: as a word, it may be simplified or unified 

to one thing. But as an experience, one ‘grey’ in one situation may be another grey in 

another situation.

JD That really strikes a chord with me: that apparent simplicity is often implied in 

language, and it’s there that the problem starts because people say, for instance, “so 

you just do white paintings?”, and Robert Ryman might reply, “Yes … but … but …”

TR You can treat ‘white’ as a visual phenomenon or as just a linguistic phenomenon. 

It’s the whole situation - the surface, the type of lighting, the colour of the walls, 
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everything it is in proximity to - that type of contradiction is interesting.

JD There is often a warmth to your tonality.

TR They are painted over quite a long time: one colour is not sitting in a ’brittle’ 

relationship to another, with no empathy.

JD You don’t like that word ‘brittle’ do you?

TR - the kind of quality oil paint sometimes has.

JD Is there some kind of link with certain retro-design elements? This one is quite 

reminiscent of the old seat cover pattern on London Tube trains … originally thought to 

look ‘modern’, like electrical circuitry. Is there a conscious link there?

TR No, not really; even though there would have been reference points outside of 

itself.

JD So they are not consciously abstract. You pull in things from other areas of 

experience?

TR There’s definitely stuff coming in there. At the beginning I might look at 

something, but that will sort of fade as the internal structure of the painting takes over. 

I don’t like the circuitry analogy.

Slip, 2005 oil on canvas, 61 cms by 91 cms
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JD No, actually that’s not helpful: there are no continuous circuits within the 

paintings: the lines are broken. It’s the junctures or fractures between the sections that 

make the whole thing go.

TR Again, an example of giving something a word too quickly, perhaps! … in recent 

work I have been trying to work with more solid planes … to stop mere linearity.

JD There is almost a kind of mis-registration effect in some of them - a shift between 

layers - like you’ve moved elements a fraction.

TR It’s partly to do with the way it’s made, the way the surface is painted: no masking 

tape.

JD A lot of people would assume the tape was used to get those ‘straight’ edges.

TR I paint along a set-square or ruler and make a mess of it! The earlier pictures were 

drawn up in pencil and then filled in, but I’ve stopped that. It was a practical thing: it 

was just too slow, but it did seem significant; about making a gesture rather than filling 

something in.

JD I remember us talking about the ‘architecture of bunkers’,1  - solid and mute - in 

relation to your paintings.

TR Very simple, monolithic forms.

JD What are the implications of that in terms of one’s relations with everything else? 

People talk about ‘bunker mentality’: enclosed, insulated against outside influence.

TR Probably from working in this place! But an idea as much to do with the painting: 

that type of density or blankness to it.

JD You wouldn’t see that as necessarily a negative connotation? It could be something 

that is protectively secure, that has its own integrity.

TR I think that now paintings might exist in some ways that are ‘self-enclosed’ and 

non-historical. There is a quality of experience about looking at paintings: separation 

from the noise of the outside world; entering a state - ‘Romantic’ to some extent - that 

is particular to looking at painting. 

 
1 Paul Virilio, Bunker Archeology (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1994).
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… correspondence

Unti tled, 2004 oil on linen, 47 cms by 63.5 cms
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MERLIN JAMES
An email correspondence between Merlin James and Jeffrey Dennis 

April - May 2005

Jeffrey Dennis When I looked at the reverse of one of your paintings Building 

Above A Chalky Bank, I was surprised to see the evidence of so many revisions and 

amendments: several scratched-out dates, stitched or glued seams, patched canvas, 

changes in orientation: it showed the painting to be the product of a long series of 

revisions and ‘re-thinks’. Is that typical of your way of working?

Merlin James Yes, often the paintings are worked on for ages, and go through many 

changes, even of size and orientation. It is partly a case of trying to free them from my 

intentionality - or my over-prescriptive intentions anyway. The painting has to take me - 

take itself - to some new territory that I did not anticipate.

JD I have long harboured (with slight uneasiness) the secret hope that my own 

paintings would turn out better than the ideas that went into them; which sounds 

rather like your desire to free your work from your ‘intentionality’. I hope that 

something will happen in the actual painting (perhaps even by mistake) that is actual 

more engaging, or functions at a more significant level, than any prescribed ‘agenda’ 

of meaning (agenda, that is, in terms of symbolism, imagery, literally described content 

etc.). I have constructed my way of painting in order to allow that kind of development 

to take place (other artists might, I suppose, seek to exclude such extraneous ‘wild-

card’ content). My uneasiness is because this may be interpreted as a sort of ‘idiot’s 

charter’, where one is hoping to make art by chance, and also because, of course, it 

becomes a sort of game of ‘catch-up’. After one has isolated and identified that ‘more 

significant’ content, it becomes possible to discuss it, and might become part of the 

‘agenda’ for the next painting! Given your efforts to allow your paintings to ‘out-run’ 

intentionality - through the length of time that you continue to work on them, and the 
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drastic revisions and layering - what relationship can be maintained with the imagery 

within the painting? Is there a continuous striving to retrieve something, in the sense of 

a recovered memory (they certainly have the appearance of something recovered, with 

difficulty), or is the image that eventually emerges a complete surprise? Perhaps the 

relationship with other paintings, from different periods of ‘art history’, is as important 

as your own memory in the autobiographical sense?

MJ Well, a long time working on a painting may or may not help liberate it from over-

Building above a Chalky Bank, 2003 oil on linen, 59 cms by 54 cms
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determined meaning. Maybe a very swift execution is just as helpful. And yes, I do also 

have a direction and a sense of destination for each picture. You need a certain amount 

of intention in order to have any freedom from intention. To intend nothing would be 

self defeating, because … you know, it’s that old logical conundrum about, “John says 

that he is a liar (therefore he must be telling the truth, therefore … )”. 

But there’s no ‘key’ to my paintings. I am entirely sceptical about artists to who want 

the work to communicate some specific emotional (or other) experience via some 

Building above a Chalky Bank, 2003, (reverse)
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abstract ‘encoding’. If a painting of mine suggests to a viewer that the artist has, say, 

recovered some personal memory here; well, that is just what the painting suggests, 

full stop. And I may be glad about that, and I might consciously have done things to 

make the painting evoke that, but I think it’s more to do with me going for a quality 

in the picture than really having a memory I was trying to recover. The work is not 

‘therapeutic’ for me, not in that way at least, and not 

‘self-expressive’.

 And yes, as you say, the reference to other artists is just as important a factor. I am 

making a proposition about contemporary painting, and an important aspect of that is 

the elements of the tradition - so to speak - that I choose to allude to.

 I don’t want to suggest some dry, detached process. I mean, I think art is an arena in 

which to have feelings and experiences. And of course they relate to one’s feelings and 

experiences about other aspects of life, and in art one can extend and experiment with 

one’s emotional and psychological and intellectual repertoire.
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The Front,  2004, (detail) oil on linen, 34 cms by 47 cms
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… correspondence

Chandolin, 2004 oil on linen, 48 ins by 60 ins
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Jeffrey Dennis In your recent paintings, there appear to be layers of thin paint that 

wreath the ‘spectacle’ of the landscape, like mist descending. Are you consciously 

trying to hide the ‘view’ … and is that what happens in physical terms, or have I misread 

them? 

Louise Cattrell For me the natural landscape is revealed by the qualities of light at 

different times of the day. It fascinates me how the known or familiar becomes remote 

and mysterious through light and climate. These events are fleeting and dramatic and 

my aim is to hold that element of time in the paintings. Working in an urban situation 

my idea of landscape is inextricably bound with my early knowledge of Scotland.

JD So is there an important search going on in the painting … an attempt to ‘retrieve’ 

a landscape that you remember, or from which you yourself are actually partially 

formed? I am particularly interested in how the physical make-up of the painting 

‘conspires’ towards these aims.

LC Painting my experience of landscape is to use all the senses to make the image 

appear. I never stop being astonished by the illusion of three-dimensional space 

on that two-dimensional surface and I’ve never understood why a blank canvas is 

often considered threatening. For me it is the ultimate luxury; an untouched field of 

possibility. The moment the work is started options recede. I use my visual memory 

to hold what I have experienced. I do not use photography or make preparatory 

works because they do not give me enough of the physical space that I find within the 

landscape. I feel you can train your memory to evaluate to an acute level the formal 

concerns of tone, colour and where line and edge meet. The paintings are always from 

an actual place; the timescale going back as far as my memory.

LOUISE CATTRELL
An email correspondence between Louise Cattrell and Jeffrey Dennis 

April - May 2005
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… in conversati on
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TATE PAINTING CONSERVATION TEAM
Jeffrey Dennis talks to members of the Tate Conservation Science Team:

Tim Green, Rebecca Hellen, Jacqueline Ridge and Roy Perry,

Tate Britain, 12th April 2005.

Jeffrey Dennis To undertake that kind of conservation, do you have to be ‘in tune’ 

with the artist, in a curatorial sense of being familiar with his working methods … share 

his aspirations … to know what he was aiming for?

Tim Green Really you are trying to approach it, as a restorer, by going back through 

the layers of previous restoration, trying to detect the artist’s original content as much 

as we can.

JD But to find out through the materials and not try to make too many value 

judgements?

TG In terms of the image, what we are really trying to do is to remove the additions 

and reveal the artist’s original content.

JD It’s a wonderful studio you have here.

Jacqueline Ridge It is, yes! Back to normal after the repairs.

JD Did you just have to ‘down tools’ while it was being repaired?

JR Pretty much as far as working on the paintings was concerned. But lovely as it 

would be to spend all our time here, there is a significant portion of our time spent on 

paperwork etc..

JD You were saying you spend a lot of your time looking down a microscope at 

fragments of paint, trying to make judgements …

TG That counts as studio work. What we also have to do is to organise or be 

organized; collection management stuff...

JR Checking out conditions and making reports; entering data. Often I’d rather not 

do that and get back up here. But the Tate has a particularly active programme, so that 

side of it has to be managed quite tightly, so you can spend significant time up here: it’s 

not always advisable to dip in and out of practical work … spend the ‘odd half hour’.
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JD Did you come into it from an art background?

JR From science. Originally I intended to go to art school, but the science side 

developed. Most people come into it either from art history or from science. You need 

a bit of everything really, and, with whichever side you didn’t study, you spend the 

rest of your life getting up to speed. An ability to tackle the practical side is absolutely 

critical. For people from a Fine Art background, working on contemporary art is 

obviously enormously interesting - the fact they are involved with how a painting is put 

together. You need to have practical art experience at some level, otherwise you are 

always going to be seeing it from the outside. You need an interest in how a painting is 

put together.

JD Do you all have specialist areas?

TG We are all supposed to deal with the whole span of the collection, but in reality 

people choose to work with particular areas. Tate Modern specialists would tend to 

work on Twentieth Century paintings. There is a kind of distinction between ‘varnished’ 

paintings and ‘unvarnished’. It’s a different thing with the latter: you are straight into 

the paint.

JD You were talking about going back through a painting’s history through layers of 

paint and varnish: is it less possible to dissect a contemporary work in that way?

Rebecca Hellen Some historical works can be extremely complex. In terms of 
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understanding the layering and build-up, of understanding what’s happening where, 

the process is the same.

TG It’s just a matter of how you get to learn that, and how you are going to solve the 

problem.

TG (to RH) Have you got the slide that’s a cross-section of this [John Opie’s Protrait 

of a Lady in the Character of Cressida, 1800] … This is a very small sample that’s been 

mounted in resin and ground down to reveal the paint structure in cross-section. Up to 

here is original paint and above that is restoration and varnish; so an incredibly complex 

structure.

JD A whole landscape.

RH A quite beautiful thing in its own right. It’s interesting how the actual appearance 

of the painting can be so markedly at variance with what’s underneath - fantastic 

colours underneath - the surface now brown and discoloured.

TG (moving to Richard Hamilton’s Hommage à Chrysler Corp, 1957) So this has just 

come back from the tour of The Sixties Show. This painting, when Hamilton made it, he 

used, in this collaged section, a photograph printed on ‘airmail’ photographic paper - 

very thin - and in the developing it probably wasn’t washed sufficiently. We had invited 

Hamilton in to advise us on reframing the painting, and he immediately said “You have 

to replace that element - it’s completely out of synch with the rest of the painting!”

JD It had continued to darken over time, exposed to light?

TG Not darkened - bleached: so it looked like a Victorian sepia print. So we had a 

long dialogue with him about how to tackle this. Eventually Hamilton brought in a new 

print for us to work from. We didn’t want to take off the original collaged element. We 

wanted just to place a new element on top of it in a completely reversible way.

JD An extra layer laminated on.

TG I used cigarette paper because that’s the thinest paper I could acquire.

JD But surely they would have to be huge ‘Rizlas’?!

TG Just by chance, in the Paper Conservation Department they had a one hundred 

metre roll of cigarette paper.

JD For the biggest spliffs in the world! Presumably it’s fairly disposable: you had to 

treat it in some way before you could use it.

TG Actually it has certain properties that mean that it has a lot going for it. They do 

put chemicals in it - I know a lot about cigarette paper now! - to modify its burning.
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JD It sounds almost incendiary!

TG Hamilton was delighted with what we had done.

JD A very sensitive job in that it’s part of a painting made from different elements, all 

of which are aging at different rates.

TG If you look at the primer that covers the hardboard, and this white paint, probably 

originally just slightly lighter than the primer once was. But obviously the primer has 

yellowed quite considerably.

JD And the other paint has yellowed at a different rate, so now it jumps out at you.

TG Because the artist is around we can have a dialogue about how to solve this.

JD Do things get a regular check-up or just when someone indentifies particular 

problem?

TG We try to sort out the problems when works are first acquired.

JD I have a work in the Collection and remember getting a long and very detailed 

questionnaire about the materials used in the painting. Filling it out it was almost like 

a confession of previous bad practices, but actually in the end I felt rather good about 

the rather complex history of the painting; screw-holes in it etc, from being originally 

attached to another surface.

TG Did you find you could recall it all quite well?

JD It was rather refreshing actually … It made me rethink what I had gone through in 

making the painting. I was a bit vague about some of the materials. Some things that I 

had used were quite expedient.

TG We sometimes suspect that artists ‘upgrade’ the materials that they report having 

used. They want to represent themselves in the best possible light.

RH It’s like memory of childhood!

TG I once visited an admittedly quite elderly artist to ask him about a work we had 

acquired. My first question was, “So why did you use a plywood support?”. 

 He replied, “It’s not plywood! It’s canvas”. 

 I knew very well that this wasn’t true but couldn’t very well contradict him. All my 

subsequent prepared questions were rendered redundant!

JD Is dealing with contemporary art a bit easier in the sense that, as well as having 

this dialogue with the artist, if he or she is around, you know a bit more about the 

materials; can contact the manufacturers; or is that not really an issue?

TG Often what we need to know is the actual make-up of the paint in terms of 
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absorbency etc., and we have a scientific department that can do an analysis for us. If 

the artist is around we can ask them about the materials they have used, but its often 

good to be able to check independently.

JD Are you saying artists lie?

TG They don’t mean to lie. But they might not actually remember, or feel they have 

to give a definite answer. Maybe they feel to keep saying they can’t remember sounds a 

bit lame. Really it’s fine! So we have a back-up, and if we really need to know something 

we take samples, but most of the time you just have to pay attention to what’s in 

front of you; one brush stroke to the next, be very attuned to what you are doing, 

watching the interaction of the paint, rather than getting lots of information about its 

manufacture.

JD I think it’s a very different kind of attention to that which the artist paid to the 

work: a self-consciousness of your own actions and a consciousness of what the artist 

was doing, in a way that perhaps the artist did not analyse.

TG It can be fantastically useful to talk to the artist: how they worked, their use of 

materials, where they sourced them, the trade secrets of how they make work.

JD Hamilton’s work must be both a mine-field and a treasure trove!

TG Well he’s very exact, which is good, and very intelligent, very clear about what he 

wants from his work.
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JD A rather good partnership; an extended relationship around the work.

[they move to Jacqueline Ridge, working on John Plumb’s Edgehill, 1962]

JR The Art of the Sixties Show goes off to Australia in October. Several pictures are 

coming in to be ‘helped’ a bit further. At the previous venue they were concerned 

about the white scuffs at the edge on this painting. So we are cleaning it up a little so 

people don’t keep thinking it’s new damage.

JD Their conservation department thought, “My God, did that happen here?”!

JR Exactly. Actually it’s really fine but it’s asking to be queried so it might be worth 

solving that. There is also some tape starting to lift off, and we are not sure what we can 

do about that.

JD Are there occasions when you might ignore damage that was less visible than 

some minor fault than on a more visible part … a large area of undifferentiated white 

paint for example?

JR Yes … making the painting ‘work’ … and of course we tend to be much more 

accepting of damage that is a hundred years old than the same damage in a work that’s 

a week old!

TG There was a famous example of a Turner at a museum that was judged in already 

in such a fragile condition by the end of the Nineteenth Century that it was put into 

a vacuum case to arrest any further deterioration. Now of course it is in much better 

condition than any other Turner in their collection!

JD A kind of time capsule. There must be tricky situations where … that tape for 

instance, is probably made from some obsolete Sixties plastic. Do you preserve or 

replace it?

JR There are strands lifting up and eventually may be a major problem; but there’s not 

much point  doing anything now. We can take care of it. It never was ‘perfect’: there’s a 

creative tension. It’s amazing in a way that it’s lasted as long as it has!

JD You recognise such a thing as ‘ageing gracefully’? Paintings by Mondrian that are 

incredibly cracked and scuffed. This might be a subjective judgement but it somehow 

becomes part of the work.

JR I think that’s a very valid point … that things have to age. You accept how an old 

painting might look, even though the artist may not have liked it much.

JD I remember Rauschenberg offering to paint new versions of his ‘White’ paintings, 

rather than try to restore the originals.
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JR It gets quite complicated when you have ‘replicas’ and ‘versions’. What would you 

do with the original? Rename it Version 1? … destroy it? … or does replication become 

part of the process?

JD Do you feel you try to give impartial counsel in such cases?

JR Our instinct would be not to interfere with the original physical material. That’s the 

starting point. You don’t start off by thinking that it’s OK to change things.

JD You could take the view that progress in Twentieth Century art was inextricably 

bound up with taking risks with materials; risks that on conservational grounds would 

be rather unsound.

TG There’s nothing like a challenge. There is a difference between doing something 

from sheer ignorance and consciously taking that risk. I have no interest in deterring 

artists from working with unusual materials. We think about things on a different time 

scale. What I feel is that artists should be realistic about the future life of the materials; 

to understand materials in a broad way; that a certain part of a painting may no longer 

be bright yellow in a few years, and in a few more years might fall off! They should be 

aware of that, rather than the problem being raised at a later stage by its subsequent 

owner. We have things in the collection where there has been quite a lot of change in 

one or two areas.

JD I think that ‘anatomisation’ of works is interesting … perhaps something that 

many artists do not tend to do. For them the whole thing is bound up in one bundle 

of intentions and they may be quite reluctant to pick things apart in the way you just 

described: this bit being quite different to that in terms of structure.

Roy Perry  If conservation issues were looked at in isolation, there would be less 

of a problem: just to protect something from light, moisture etc.. But that conflicts 

with access policy, which demands that people must be given the widest possible 

opportunity to view the Collection. It’s always going to be a balance.

JD So it really is true that paintings get worn out by too many people looking them! 
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… in conversati on
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Jeffrey Dennis Many people might assume that the business of supplying artists’ 

materials is rather static - that the materials have remained the same for a long time 

- but I suspect that you might have an idea of a much more dynamic relationship 

between artists’ needs and wants and what you might make or supply them with.

Alan Fitzpatrick I think that’s true to a degree. Depending on which end of the 

telescope you are looking from, it’s either exactly the same as it was a hundred years 

ago or fundamentally different. The boundaries of painting have widened to include all 

sorts of other things: objects, installations; the ‘semi-existence’ of images - maybe used 

as a stepping stone towards a video, photograph or performance. We look at an acute 

angle down that telescope: it’s about facilitating ideas that artists might have.

JD So artists come to you and say, “This is what I want to do: how do I make it 

happen?”

AF That stems from the fact that artists, quite rightly, would have gone through their 

training without any understanding of what these materials do: they don’t know how 

these bits of dust and liquid hold together. It’s my belief that this is a good thing! Our 

generation are often charged with not understanding the materials or techniques 

involved - ‘they don’t know how to paint’ - whereas a hundred years ago they were all 

taught these things.

JD I thought you were leading up to saying that this is a bad thing; that there should 

be more tuition about materials, but you are saying the opposite!

AF My argument against it is that if you look at significant artists from any period 

of painting’s history, they were not producing paintings just with the materials and 

techniques that were accepted at the time. The academic principles in place were 

there to be broken. If we were all painting prescriptively, meekly taking lessons and 

ALAN FITZPATRICK & JON ARCHDEACON
Jeffrey Dennis talks to Alan Fitzpatrick and Jon Archdeacon

at A P Fitzpatrick Fine Art Materials, Bethnal Green, London, 

May 27th 2005
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knowledge from the past, it is unlikely that painting would ever have moved forward 

very far.

JD You might say there is a difference between ignorance of materials and knowing 

what they can do but wanting to do something different.

AF The issue is sensibility. Ignorance of materials is in my view perfectly excusable. A 

failure to be sensitive to what you see is inexcusable. There are unfortunately plenty of 

examples of that; of even a failure to see what it is that’s been made ... a blindness: it’s 

where ideas or philosophy have taken over from being sensitive or responsive to what 

it is that you have produced ...

JD Do you feel any loyalty to the history of the materials, or are they there to be taken 

down and rebuilt?

Jon Archdeacon  They don’t come with any history: When they are broken down 

to such fundamental things as you will find in the store, you are not confusing them 

with some ‘great era of painting’, or a great artist. It is about stuff that anyone might 

choose in order to make anything. It doesn’t matter who comes through the door. It’s 

purely the questions they ask. You can get artists who are very self-effacing, but who 

are asking extraordinarily intelligent questions about themselves and about what it is to 

make stuff. We can’t judge the value of materials: it’s not about, as in the past, judging 

what a painting’s worth by the amount of lapis lazuli used. The end product is about 

authorship; the materials alone do not have that resonance.

 A familiar situation is that of artists coming to us who have been trying to make 

something in their studio with the materials they have there, but who, in their mind’s 

eye, have gone way beyond what is technically possible with those materials. It is at 

that point that they find their way here. It is easier to offer advice at that point because 

they have given up trying to achieve their goal with their previous materials. If, for 

instance, you suggested to an artist, at their exhibition, that you liked their paintings 

but perhaps they should try making them with alternative materials, they would of 

course ask why. If they’re not broken, why fix them? But if they can’t achieve what 

they want, then the ‘myth’ of their materials falls away, and they start to look at them 

critically.

JD There is sometimes a cautious conservatism about artists.

JA Artists’ working practices are often based on routines. If we are trying to eliminate 

a problem, we often ask about that routine. The answers reveal something that’s gone 
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astray, but it’s often something that the artist feels they need to do because ‘that’s how 

the work is made’. There is routine and there is self-myth: the idea that you get to the 

studio at a certain time, mix paint in a certain way, use a certain set of colours; don’t 

think outside that box because you made that box! The ‘left-field’ approach that we 

employ here is to say that it’s all fine if it works, but if there is a problem, then maybe 

there are five or six different other routes that lead to the same end.

JD You are not interested in persuading artists to do something in a different way just 

for its own sake?

AF No. We are often accused by traditionalists of being too avant-garde and by 

others of placing too much emphasis on tradition! A good example of what we are 

talking about is a painter who wants - believes he needs - to make a traditional gesso 

ground: a complex and laborious process to produce a deep, soft and smooth surface. 

Then he complains that that it’s too absorbent, and, because it’s on a canvas, that it’s 

cracking! The simple solution: change the materials. If we try anything it’s not because 

it’s contemporary or traditional, but because it’s appropriate for the end in mind. 

Gesso was originally used because it was the best ground available: if there had been a 
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better material, artists would have no doubt adopted it. There is a knitted relationship 

between the creative part of the brain and the practical side of making things.

JD You make it sound quite a common-sense thing. I would contest that it’s a bit more 

wonky than that. I was discussing this with Tim Green at the Tate; that achievement in 

Twentieth Century art is inextricably linked to taking risks with materials. This was not 

based on a scientific or rational view of what might be the best material for the job in 

terms of conservation or longevity, but on pushing materials over the edge, to the point 

where artifacts are in danger of self-destruction.

JA Paintings never ‘self-destruct’ - they change.

AF Pollock is a brilliant example to look at when considering whether you should 

be careful, conservative and archival or dynamic and creative. The hard truth - and 

museums and conservators will have to accept it - is that if you had asked him to use 

so-called artists’ paints, he could not have made his work. They will continue to exist 

because they’re considered important enough to preserve, at almost any cost!

 There is a distorted view that all paintings being made now somehow have to 

survive. The problem is, on the contrary, that not enough of them have been put in the 

skip! There is a great issue made of how paintings from the past have survived for so 

long. Actually very few of them have survived. Most of them were put in the medieval 

skip! The ones that survived were the ones that people wanted to keep. Whole 

technologies have been developed to keep these things going.

JD The relationship to time is inescapable.

AF When we look at a five hundred year old painting, there is no way of knowing 

what it looked like when it was first painted, and the way we continue to look at it will 

change: the way we see is a convoluted, abstract relationship between the cells and 

make-up of the physical body and the intellect. There would be little way of knowing 

if the eyes that looked at a Michelangelo saw what we saw, even if it had remained 

physically unchanged.

JD Do you think there is lack of ‘scientific’ information for artists?

AF For sure, but I don’t think that weakens their position. The materials that artists 

use, from the very beginning, have never been really ‘artists’ materials’. Everything 

we use is there for some other reason. Artists use less than a tenth of one per cent 

of pigments being manufactured. Titanium white for instance, despite its popularity 

amongst artists, is not made for them: it’s for painting cars and fridges!
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JD So for artists, it’s a run-on, on the end of an order. They are never going to have 

the economic buying power to influence manufacturers. But if you come to terms with 

that situation of extended improvisation, its rather liberating. 

AF Even the largest artists’ suppliers are adapting materials originally intended for 

other purposes. They are not responsible for the manufacture, testing and processing 

of the raw materials. Previously new pigments were developed for textiles, and now for 

the auto industry. In any case most of the ‘artist’s’ materials are sold to the ‘hobbyist’, 

so they are offered something that will allow many different kinds of application.

JA There is a sense in which artists’ materials are very poor performing, because the 

suppliers do not know exactly how they are going to be used. Car paint, by contrast, 

is designed to do a specific job fantastically well, but of course fails miserably if used 

for anything else. Artists are using already ‘compromised’ materials, which are further 

compromised by the various ways in which they need to be used. One of our roles, in 

our discussions with our customers, is to make those kind of journeys as economic as 

possible. There is usually a conversation around what the paint is required to do.

AF There is research that suggests about ninety percent of artists’ materials 

purchased are never actually used!

JA During our own informal research in art schools, we decided to investigate the 

contents of students’ lockers. We unearthed impulse buys from sales, stuff handed on 

from previous students and ‘special’ paint being ‘saved’ for an appropriate opportunity 

totalling an average one hundred pounds per student! An accountant would be very 

amused by this stockpiling, unused and stored away for no particular purpose.





Short Stories about Painting
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… a short story

Growth, 2005 oil on board (two panels), 44.5 cms by 28 cms
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VIVIEN BLACKETT
ON ARRIVING AT THE STUDIO

On arriving at the studio, I begin a series of warm-up exercises that give me time to 

judge the success of the previous day’s work. I sit down and look at the paintings. My 

initial reaction to what I have done the previous day will dictate how long I spend on 

the other exercises: putting on the kettle, picking up paint rags or drawings, sweeping, 

emptying garbage, tuning the radio, etc; all the time, keeping an eye on the paintings.

 Occasionally I start mixing or removing paint before I’ve even got my coat off - I 

recognize immediately what I need to do. Some days I know I won’t be painting at 

all, either because I’m waiting for things to dry or just feel like working on drawings 

which I usually do in bursts of a few days at a time. Also I do a lot of paper sorting; 

trawling through images I have found in books, paintings or prints and trying them out 

in drawings after scaling up and down and editing on a scanner or photocopier. I also 

make lots of tracings, some of which are used immediately, others banked for later use.

 My understanding of the public expectation of what goes on in a studio is from six 

months’ experience as Artist-in-Residence at the National Gallery, London. On Fridays 

the studio was open to the public and there were a number of regular visitors who used 

to look in during their lunch-break to view my progress. They would regard me with 

suspicion when I told them I had been working on a painting all week, when to them it 

looked pretty much the same as it had done on their previous visit. My work involves 

a repeated cycle of applying paint and wiping it off: and they didn’t actually see this 

happening.

 My very first visitor had travelled from Surrey especially to ask me a question about 

one of her own paintings: She had a problem with one eye on the portrait she was 

painting? I waited for her to unwrap the work in question but then realised that she 

hadn’t actaully brought it with her. I was a little nonplused but suggested she do as I do, 
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when a one small section of a painting isn’t working: scrub it all off and paint the whole 

thing again. She didn’t stay long after this.

 The consequence of painting in a public space was that I learned to trust myself 

more. It was initially disconcerting when, having just started work on a painting, 

someone told me it looked ‘great’, and equally when they asked what my next move 

would be on a painting I’d just finished.

 The question about finishing was the second most popular after ‘What does it 

mean?’. All I could answer was that it is difficult to decide when a painting is really 

complete, but once in a while, I arrive in the studio and am surprised by what I see and 

realise I need do nothing else. At other times I find myself fiddling irresolutely with a 

painting and recognize that it’s time to stop.

 Occasionally, after a period of looking at ‘finished’ work I start to feel irritated by 

something. By experience I know what I have to do: I will either recommence work on 

the painting or be forced to concede that it just looks too tired; that I will never be able 

to infuse it with the freshness it needs, and I must destroy it.
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… a short story
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When the French painter Jean Helion was asked on BBC Radio Four’s Woman’s Hour, 

some twenty years ago, what he would paint if he regained his sight, he answered 

quickly and effortlessly. In just three or four hundred words he told the interviewer 

what he would paint, and did it so well that anyone familiar with his late work would 

immediately be able to visualise that painting and listeners who did not know his work 

would with have little difficulty in building their own image with his description. I found 

it so compelling that I still feel today I could paint that picture for him, and, some day, 

perhaps I will.

 Raymond Carver’s short story Cathedral looks at the problems of seeing, picturing 

and not being able to see from the other end of this imperfect telescope. It is the story 

of an encounter between a man who has been blind from birth and an acquaintance 

who is trying to describe a Norman Cathedral to him. In the end they resourcefully get 

around the inadequacies of words by drawing the cathedral together; the blind man 

slowly getting the picture by letting his hand ride the line on the back of the draftsman’s 

hand and pencil.

  When I first tried to write about pictures that could never be painted, I found myself 

in a succession of cul-de-sac. Several times I started to describe an impossible painting 

only to then realize that I could after all paint such a picture or that in fact someone 

else actually had. What follows is one that stood up to the test.

 The packed house, though labour-intensive, would be easy to paint. It would be 

focused on Robbie Williams, looking as if he had stolen his appearance from a Las Vegas 

cabaret singer. I would depict him looking helplessly into the upper circle; sweaty white 

dress shirt, black bow-tie hanging loose round his unbuttoned collar, shiny shoes and 

the bottom half of a dress-suit, satin stripe down each leg; all suggesting he had been 

STEPHEN FARTHING
THE UNPAINTABLE
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on stage some time and was nearing the end of his set.

 I would paint him on an epic scale on a large canvas, perhaps eight feet high and 

twenty wide. Robbie Williams would be in the middle, quite small, overwhelmed by the 

sheer scale of the concert hall, and the size of the audience. An enormous video screen 

hung above the stage would show him in close-up holding the mike near his lips, the 

cable wound tight round his fist like the hand-guard on a sabre. 

 I feel I could do it: I could make it look like - for those who know what it looked like - 

like he really was on stage at Madison Square gardens, with all those seats stacking up 

towards the ceiling in ever-enlarging concentric ovals around him.

 But what I could not do is paint the song he was singing.

 I could perhaps give a feel of its rhythm by feeding it into my image: chains of 

brushstrokes and colours weaving that My Way rhythm, like Morse code:  - . . - -, 

through everything. I could of course call the painting Robbie Williams singing My Way 

at Madison Square Gardens. But that’s not the point and that’s not Painting a Picture; 

that’s Giving a Picture a Title. 

 “I Did It My Way”. He sang the words over and over, again and again, gazing towards 

the upper ovals. I couldn’t paint the crassness of the lyric, the self-indulgence. I couldn’t 

paint the sneaky satisfaction you feel when a naughty boy stops rebelling and starts to 

emulate his parents. That’s best done with pictures, words and music. A painting alone 

is simply not enough.

 About two years after seeing Robbie sing My Way at the Garden, I was in Rome on 

a sunny January morning, walking down the Via Babuino towards Piazza del Popolo. I 

gradually began to hear My Way, drifting up the street before me, sung not by Frank 

but once again by Robbie. Like the whole experience in reverse, I could hear the music, I 

could hear Robbie, even visualise him looking up towards the gods with that vulnerable 

expression. But ahead of me, all I could see was the giant obelisk sitting in the middle of 

the piazza, bathed in sunshine. There was no performer, no performance.

 What I found, when I arrived at the square, was a line of white taxis. One had the 

window rolled down, the radio on loud. The driver gazed up to the pinnacle of the 

obelisk as he tapped out that My Way rhythm on the steering wheel with his middle 

finger of his gloved right hand.
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… a short story
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ANTHONY DOWNEY
NO SLATE ON SLATE

There are many forms of misunderstanding to be had in an Irish bar, most are usually 

innocuous by nature and easily resolved; and then there are the other more heated 

variety that are less easily resolved. Both, however, typify the nature of a public bar: 

it is a public space and therefore prone to the occasional disturbance or contradiction 

in moods and opinions. These misunderstandings usually contain within them the 

basis for their resolution; however, I was recently reminded of a far more perplexing 

conundrum. The venue: a little known, generally ill-frequented, bar situated down an 

equally little known back street. The somewhat portentous subject: visual signifiers and 

the paradoxes of representation.

 The bar in question was of the timeless variety - musty filtered light, formica table 

tops, leather-look seats, and the unforgiving smell of bleach. A few brooding locals sat 

at a table and drank without talking. This pub, if nothing else, was honest: you came 

here to drink, not enjoy yourself. I took a seat at the bar and awaited service from a 

phantom barman who had yet to appear. Behind the bar, to the right, stood a neat 

column of cigarette packets, beside which stood a sheet of metal-grey slate measuring 

approximately four inches by eight. Someone, the barman perhaps, had neatly chalked 

the word ‘NO’‚ on the slate. There was a neat visual conceit at work here: ‘NO’‚ had 

been written on an actual piece of slate to indicate that ‘No Slate is available here’: no 

one, that is, would be allowed to charge anything to the pub that wasn’t paid for there 

and then. (The notion of putting something ‘on slate’‚ would appear to derive from a 

‘slate club’, an organisation whose accounts were kept on a piece of slate).

 I thought this visual pun quite clever until I realised that ‘NO’ - a disaffirmation 

meaning, amongst other things, ‘this is not’ - had been written on actual slate and if 

taken literally meant ‘No Slate’, or ‘this is not slate’. There is a similar disaffirmation, 
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culminating with a similar (though not equivalent) paradox, to be had in René 

Magritte’s seminal painting Ceci n’est pas une pipe (1926). In painting the actual 

words ‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ - ‘this is not a pipe’ - next to a schematic diagram of 

a painting that represents a ‘pipe’, Magritte opened up a confusing and provocative 

visual syntax. Was he indicating, for example, that this image of a pipe was not a 

pipe but a re-presentation of a generally accepted image of a ‘pipe’? It would be 

impossible to fill Magritte’s ‘pipe’, as he himself wryly noted, and smoke it. To agree 

that the representation of a ‘pipe’‚ is not a pipe is to note that painting, through the 

codification of its own formal procedures, is a distinct reality in and of itself. It remains, 

in fine, independent of its referents. This is no doubt an obvious statement to make 

insofar as Modernism, as early as the 1920s and 30s, effectively reduced the mimetic 

imperative in painting to a self-reflexive gambit: the painting, that is to say, became its 

own reality. This statement, nevertheless, can be turned on its head insofar as Ceci n’est 

pas une pipe can also be understood in terms of how it goes beyond Modernist notions 

of painting and interrogates the insular self-referential painting so championed by 

Modernist critics: we need to appeal to, if not necessarily accept, the idea that painting 

does represent a reality that is ultimately verifiable before the paradoxical nature of 

this painting can be expressed. And herein lies the central conundrum of this painting: 

it is not a pipe and yet is a ‘pipe’‚ at one and the same time.

 There is, inevitably, a further dilemma at work here: if Magritte states that “this is 

not a pipe”‚ is he referring to the image of the pipe or to the words themselves. If the 

latter, then the written phrase ‘ceci n’est pas une pipe’‚ means exactly that: this (these 

very words) is not a pipe. They are, and can only ever be, words and the word ‘pipe’‚ 

is emphatically not a pipe. “Ceci n’est pas une pipe!” It is the word ‘this’ that provokes 

the paradox here, not so much the image; and it is us, the viewers, who have put the 

words - not unsurprisingly, given their proximity in the pictorial plane - and the image 

together. We want, as it were, to have our image of the ‘pipe’‚ and to smoke it too.

 The barman finally arrived and proceeded to pour a very slow pint for me. Pint 

poured and barman gone again, I drank equally slowly - the occasion seemed to call for 

it - and watched as one of my fellow drinkers approached the bar. He nodded at me and 

counted out some coins onto the counter. He looked at the ‘NO’‚ slate sign and, to my 

amazement, reached over and turned it upside down with a mischievous grin. The sign 

now read ‘ON’; meaning, if I read it as a visual pun, that everything was now free and 
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there but for the asking. I too could have my pipe and smoke it, if I so wished.
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… a short story

Nude in a Bathtub, Pierre Bonnard, c1941/46 

oil on canvas, 48 ins by 59 ins, © 2005, Carnegie Museum of Art, Pitt sburgh;

acquired through the generosity of the Sarah Mellon Scaife Family.
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JOANNA SKIPWITH

Dear Jeff,

I cannot tell you much about the actual application of paint (except that it was 

sometimes a brush and sometimes a fingertip) or the series of decisions that lead from 

lilac to vermilion, but I can tell you something about the atmosphere and the passage 

of time in that private, now so public, room.

 I was always the other side of the canvas with my back to Pierre, unable to gauge his 

progress. The brushstrokes were certainly close and personal. Pierre sat right behind 

me, his chair crammed awkwardly into the corner of the room, the stretcher resting on 

the bath’s rim.

 I lay in that bath hour after hour, week after week, and then the weeks stretched 

into months. In the earlier paintings, Pierre would sketch me quickly and then transfer 

his impression to a canvas in the studio. But with this particular painting, something 

eluded him. It was as if his memory was fading, and he could not preserve those colour 

sensations, not for a day, or a morning or even the short walk to his studio. So there I 

lay, like an Egyptian mummy, arms by my side of course, always by my side, following 

the lines of my body. I swear Pierre would rather have married Venus de Milo. No, even 

better, an anonymous classical sculpture, armless, hairless and preferably headless. 

But I came with a pair of most inconvenient arms and a head that complained rather 

too often. My complaints were never as annoying as my arms though. They were my 

secret weapon. I simply had to stand in a doorway with my hands on my hips. Childish 

defiance I know, but very effective. Nothing annoyed Pierre more than the angle of my 

elbow.
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 I was allowed only a warm bath (hot water made Pierre’s glasses mist over) and I was 

not allowed to face the window because Pierre wanted the light behind me. So there I 

lay with no view and no conversation, thinking about the War, daydreaming about the 

part I might play in the resistance, and promising Poucette that I would take her for a 

walk as soon as I was released. 

 I would remind Pierre that Elisabeth Siddal had died after posing in a bath for an 

English painter. 

 “You are exaggerating” he would reply, “and would you have heard of her if she 

hadn’t posed for Millais?”, he would add quietly.

 I tried to remind him that she was an artist in her own right, but it was futile.

 “Really?” he would say with preoccupied indifference.

 “Spoken like a true chauvinist”, I would retort, “no, pire que ça, spoken like a true 

French artist.”

 ”Marthe parmi les chauves”, I would mutter to myself.

 I never referred directly to Renée (I was petulant, not cruel) but I did once ask what 

Pierre would do if I died in that wretched bath.

 “Would you bury me? Or would you finish the painting first?”

 He did not reply to such barbs. He would simply talk to Poucette instead.

 “A little more mimosa Poucette? A poucette of mimosa? A whisker of mimosa? We 

must learn to wait, musn’t we Poucette? Poems and paintings arrive. They cannot be 

created.”

 Poucette was as bored as I was of course, but at least she could pad in and out, 

stretch and reposition herself.

 Lunch took up a disproportionate amount of space in my imagination, and I would 

warn Pierre that I was hungry by compiling long menus.

 “I wonder what Henri is eating at his hotel”, I would say, (Pierre disapproved of 

Matisse living in such comfort in Cannes).

 “Perhaps he has ordered Crème de Citrouille, then Faisin a la Vigneronne with 

Purée des Petits Pois Frais followed by Parfait Marie Brizard, or perhaps he has chosen 

Chaudrée Charentaise, then Rognons de Veau au Chablis with Mousserons des Près, 

then maybe Savarin Monmorency. Or perhaps just a simple Flamiche aux Poireaux, a 

few Artichauts a la Barigoule and a glass of Sauvignon?”

 Pierre never replied.
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 My lunch was a mirage, a watery fabrication. When Pierre was finally ready to leave 

his painting, he would always say: 

 “Something simple Marthe. Some soup, some bread.”

 Of course we had plenty of money to buy food, and of course you could still buy 

langoustines and cream and macaroons during the War, but Pierre preferred the 

fiction that we were simple country people living in hard times. I called it his ‘potato 

eater complex’, but actually I think it was more complicated than that. I think it was an 

antidote to living in the privileged unspoilt south, with no obvious disruption to our 

routine. Our simple lunch of soup, bread and fruit was a pacifist’s hairshirt. 

 Pierre would lay the table. First the wine-red cloth, then the sunflower-yellow plates. 

Greengages two centimetres to the left, no three, - grapes in a bowl, no in the wicker 

basket, perhaps a different bowl, his favourite chipped one with blue lustre. Tentative 

pushings and polishings, minute adjustments.

 “Are those black figs in season?” he might ask and I would tease him by replying that 

they were but that they were far too expensive. He always forgot the spoons. Like my 

poor arms, they were not popular, so I would toss them onto the table and watch him 

wince. 

 Lunch was brief. He was always restless in those days, and I would escape from 

him as soon as I could. I would run out into the garden, run in the mid-day sun, run 

naked and with my arms outstretched so that there was no chance of Pierre sketching 

me. Poucette would run delightedly at my heels. And sometimes I would scream, a 

joyous demented scream, and Poucette would bark a joyous and demented bark. And 

we would run and run in happy circles until Pierre appeared in the doorway looking 

anxious and hurt. He would step outside tentatively, muffled up in his jacket, waistcoat 

and scarf, as if stepping out onto the icy deck of an ocean liner to take a few medicinal 

breaths of fresh air. And he would hover in the shade with his cloth hat keeping his face 

in shadow. What a comical pair we must have looked, one a master of warmth and light 

looking so cold, the other an elderly woman behaving like a teenager. 

 I could never ignore him for long and would follow him back to the bathroom and 

immerse myself silently and patiently for as long as I could bear, resolving to be quiet 

and good, not to whistle out of tune, not to mention Picasso, not to invent long menus 

and not to imitate farmyard animals. I would watch the sun’s rays slipping slowly round 

the room, creating a shimmer of mother of pearl that inched imperceptibly from one 
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tile to the next. I would watch the tremulous reflections scattered by my breath as it 

crimpled the surface of the water. Then, just at the point when my arms and legs were 

so numb that I could not longer feel them, I would slide down beneath the water, 

hold my nose with my stiff fingers and deliver my daily unintelligible message to my 

husband. 

 “Dear Pierre, why can’t you paint water lilies?” I would gargle, or somesuch rebuke. I 

have no idea whether he caught any of it.

 “Please Marthe”, he would say quietly, “just a few more minutes. The evening light is 

turning blue.”

 “It’s not the evening light”, I would interrupt before he started up about colour 

shadows and the Estérel mountains, and I would wrap my blue body in my pink towel 

and I would begin my day, my nocturnal day.

 I know that people have written that I was ‘difficult’, reclusive, ‘an obsessive bather’, 

but if only they knew. If only they knew how I longed to escape that bathroom, that 

house, those small, too familiar rooms, those ageing, permanently ravenous eyes, 

but I was trapped in that interminable canvas, pinned down by those indecisive 

brushstrokes, providing a string of excuses for his friends. I was his indispensable 

millstone, the reason he could not return to Paris, the reason he could not dine with 

the Vallottons, the reason this painting took so many months to complete. And I obliged 

him, for I loved him, but not without a little conscientious objecting.

 Hope this is of some use for your book.

 Best wishes, Marthe.
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… a short story
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“You don’t understand tone” said Dennis Buchan to me during a third year assessment 

at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, Dundee. It was one of those occasions when 

you know right away that what is being said is perfectly, uncomfortably true, and have 

no answer.

 I was using colour to contrast and create depth and not using or understanding what 

tone was, or could achieve.

 This statement echoed around, needling me, for some years until I decided face up 

to it to make the most tonal painting I could. The aim: to create the greatest possible 

feeling of distance within a naturalistic landscape.

 I learnt a great deal from making that painting. I learnt how very small changes of 

tone can make space appear or disappear; how ‘real’ you can make your subject and 

how to make as many greys as a collection of blues and browns can offer.

 That painting was central to how my work has since developed. 

 So, thank you Dennis.

LOUISE CATTRELL
TONE AND ITS ANTECEDANTS
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Alp (detail), 2003 oil on linen, 48 ins by 60 ins
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… a short story
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There is some discussion, amongst theorists, about whether paintings are ‘objects’. 

The one occasion when their objecthood is not in doubt is when one needs 

to carry a painting home. A need that arises, for example, after I am invited to 

participate in an exhibition for which it has been agreed that I would replace, 

rework and return paintings during the run of the show, a sort of public ‘work-in-

progress’. So late one evening, after one such reshuffle, I find that I need to take 

one canvas back to the studio. It is small enough to carry on the train, but there is 

only time to wrap it summarily in clear polythene.

 Even a smallish painting becomes a source of anxiety on public transport: too 

wide for the overhead racks, too unstable to prop on a seat, too fragile 

to risk leaving near the doors. I am therefore pleased to find pairs of seats, back to 

back, that have a slim gap between, a perfect place into which to 

slide the painting.

 “Now, I must remember NOT to leave that behind!”

 The late evening train is deserted. I buy a couple of beers from the buffet - my 

reward for along day’s hanging and rehanging - and spend the time making notes 

and drawings on how I will rework the painting. There is a mild altercation with the 

conductor about my ticket, which had been issued for an earlier train. Eventually he 

waives the matter (perhaps because I am, apparently, the only passenger on his train). 

I celebrate this minor victory with another beer. I doze. The train clanks into Euston 

Station around midnight. Head throbbing slightly, and anxious to leave behind the 

dolour of late night stations, I run for the last tube. At home I leave my bag in the hall 

and crawl into bed.

JEFFREY DENNIS
FOUND IMAGE
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 Next day: time to review that painting. My bag stands alone and accusing in the hall. 

Surely not …? But of course, you know right away … yes … you did.

 Back at Euston, I look for the Lost Property Office. Does such an facility still exist? I 

remember there had been one in the mid 1970’s, when I enquired fruitlessly after my 

long stripey Dr Who-style scarf. Perhaps nowadays they simply destroy everything right 

away as suspect packages.

 No, that’s silly. Eventually I spot that there is one, right over beyond the newspaper 

stands and photo-booth in an unfranchisably gloomy corner. It’s actually open, roller-

shutter up, two bored men waiting at the counter. A peg-board notice displays set 

charges for the retrieval of various items: umbrellas, cameras, coats, briefcases, and, 

scribbled on cardboard underneath, mobile phones, laptop computers. There is no 

mention of Contemporary or Modern 

British art.

 “I left a Painting on the last train from Birmingham yesterday.”

 A twitch of interest passes over the first man’s overwise inscrutable face. The other 

one rolls his eyes and resumes other duties. 

 “A painting …?” (one, two, three, four, unfolds arms slowly and places hands on 

counter) 

 “Could you describe it Sir?”

 There is a slight sinking feeling, as I recall the familar track of ‘light’ conversation, at 

every social function ever attended, with strangers of mild curiosity: 

 “So what are your paintings like then?” 

 “Well, they’re partly abstract … figurative in parts; with figures, yes; well, they’re 

about relationships; landscapes; no, not usually with cars; in oil paint, yes; people? 

yes; horses? no; sell them? yes sometimes; a living?, well … look … d’you want another 

drink?’

 This is no time for equivocation. I look the man unflinchingly in the eye: 

 “It’s forty centimetres square, unframed, signed on the reverse, predominately 

greenish-blue with bubble-like marks covering most of the surface …”

 An agitated man with a Spanish accent erupts between us, asking in halting English 

if a black samsonite attache case has been found in the the last ten minutes. With a 

funeral director’s gravity Lost Property Man slowly shakes his head. The supplicant 
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The Tow Path, 2003 oil on canvas, 76 cms by 67 cms
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swivels away in despair, hand to forehead, declaiming, aria-style into his cell phone.

 Lost Property Man turns back to me:

 “You were saying, Sir … about this painting?”

 “Its forty centimetres square, unframed, signed on the reverse, predominately 

greenish-blue with bubble-like marks covering most of the surface …”

 As I am speaking he moves back to peer behind a tall screen - the entrance, 

I presume, to the Vaults of the Unclaimed.

 “Could you describe it a little more, Sir?”

 “Well, there is an inset landscape, in grey tones, a canal-side with some warehouse 

buildings.”

 He nods faintly, still scanning the hidden catacombs, and when I stop speaking, turns 

back to me briefly. 

 “OK, and … ?”

 I am momentarily stunned. I am forced to imagine that he has something like the 

Royal Academy Summer Show back there, with paintings of various genres racked up 

the walls.

 “Well, there are two small figures in the bottom-right area, who, erm, might appear 

to be to be having a pillow fight on a sort of pipe thing.”

 He continues to nod. Under his passive interrogation, my memory of my own work, 

and my ability to describe it, start to fray.

 “There’s a thick blob of red - no, I changed it - orangey paint in the upper right, 

well, just above mid-point. You can just see part of another figure, but it may not be 

noticeable, I painted it out mostly … did I say green-blue? Well, its more green-grey 

really … you see, although I call them ‘bubbles’ it’s really a way of structuring the paint 

marks so that colour can be modulated across the surface in a way that appears to trap 

light and … ”

 Eventually, after some minutes of participation in what feels like a cross between an 

art school critique and a radio quiz show, he reaches into the store and pulls out my 

painting, with the ‘stern but fair’ expression of the satisfied examiner. I have passed the 

test and managed to regain my work by describing it just adequately. 

I unravel in gratitude and relief.

 “Thanks so much … I’m so pleased to get it back … what’s the fee?”
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 He leans back and exhales the air of a negotiator who knows he’s arrived at the most 

interesting stage of a transaction.

 “Well Sir, what would you say it was worth?”
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… a short story
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A small patch of grey sky was visible above the houses opposite. The houses gave little 

away. A makeshift curtain with a pattern of dark pink squares and circles had been 

stretched across a downstairs window.

 She went upstairs and plugged the camcorder into the computer and began to run 

through holiday footage, not seen since last summer. Distracted for a while by the 

warm recollection brought by one part - her eight year old and a dog repeatedly trying 

to round up a pair of chickens - she continued to play the tape until she reached a 

section from their way home, travelling by car through Dartmoor. She remembered 

pointing the camera out of the car window when they stopped for a break, panning 

across the landscape. She saved this clip as a short sequence that could be played back 

and forth on the computer monitor, and by moving the cursor along a timeline beneath 

the image, isolated a frame with a dark shrub that seemed to snag at the eye. It stood 

at the edge of an expanse of dry bracken. Beyond, a green field and hills rolled into 

the distance. She adjusted the resolution so that, pixelated, it had the appearance of 

a fleeting glimpse. Then, in response to her memory of that glimpse, on that day last 

year, adjusted the colour of the field to a soft but acid green.

 She printed the result and took it downstairs to her studio. Setting it on her table, she 

prepared her watercolour paints, brush, palette and new gessoed panel, twelve inches 

wide. Referring to the printed image, she started to build up a matrix of small brush 

marks. She liked the no-nonsense quality of the pigment and water, enjoyed the way 

each mark held its own darker droplet of liquid, the way colour sometimes dried with 

a hard edge and how the smooth white surface of the panel came through the paint’s 

transparency.

 The painting, built up methodically over several months in her small studio in the 

JOCELYN CLARKE
VIDEO CLIP
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city, would gradually come to embody a yearning to become lost in a landscape. She 

hoped it would create a space for the eye to dwell.
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Moorland, (detail) 2003 watercolour on panel, 10 ins by 12 ins
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… a short story

Slave Ship Slavers throwing overboard the Dead and Dying - Typhoon coming on,

(detail)

J W M Turner, 1840, oil on canvas,  

photograph © 2005, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Henry Lillie Pierce Fund.
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When I was six, I was traumatised by my lunch. And I blame Turner.

 I am now much older than six and cannot recall, from the several decades since, an 

encounter so uniquely disturbing, isolating, humiliating and baffling. Do I exaggerate? 

Or have I led a sheltered existence? No, and I have not. For the calibre of impact on that 

day had much to do with it being a first; worse things have followed in my life. But this 

hammerhead fell on my subliminal self in what experts in child health acknowledge are 

the formative years. I was practically a tabula rasa in the wider world of table d’hôte; I 

was the victim of the cruel force of novelty.

 And Turner? His part in this story comes courtesy of my father. I can never 

remember him visiting an art gallery, but he decorated my childhood home with colour 

reproductions collected on subscription from clubs that advertised in the then-new 

colour supplements. He constructed from the same moulded batons he had used to 

make my sister’s toy stable a frieze of Van Gogh and - an advanced taste, my father’s - 

Vlaminck images to line the staircase. Vlaminck once said that van Gogh meant more 

to him than his own father. To my father the late Vlamincks meant more to him than 

the juicy, jaunty Fauvist ones. So moody tones and sombre streets jostled with the 

Dutchman’s starry night and lonesome furnishings as every day I approached them 

from the right (on my ascent) and from the left (as I walked down). I still feel most 

comfortable with post-impressionism at a slant. 

 I realise now that my sight, noticeably shortening from an early age, was being, in 

another respect, visually sharpened on my way to breakfast or when I retreated upstairs 

to the loo, and when I entered one room to steal a toffee or fled another for the fridge. 

This exposure to art was, in retrospect, bound together with that dreadful lunch, along 

with the lithographed Canaletto that graced the dining room in its mitred frame with a 

MARTIN HOLMAN
A STORY ABOUT PAINTING

The fallacies of hope and a lunchtime of fear: one small boy’s nightmare 

engenered by imagery.
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hessian border and slender gold rebate. They converged, like the waterborne galas of 

Venice to which my father gave additional flourish: a border of the same sticky, claret-

red Dulux gloss my father had applied to the shelves and cupboards he had made for 

the room. Canaletto had, in my upbringing, become part of the furniture.

 And in the sitting-room was Turner. Although The Fighting Temeraire was wall-

hoisted near the french windows, the work that had etched itself on to my young 

retina was almost at floor level, blocking the redundant fireplace. As a child whose 

television habits were deteriorating faster than his undiagnosed astigmatism, I was 

well grounded, inasmuch as I sat on the carpet with my feet tucked below the set. As I 

viewed the screen from a position of only a matter of inches, my silent neighbour to the 

left through hours of watching was this Turner: it is the only time that I have felt on a 

par with the master.

 Little did I appreciate the cathode-intensity emitted by mid-nineteenth-century 

British painting. Yet close my eyes after watching four hundred and five lines of 

flickering monochrome entertainment, the one colour image projected against the lid 

must have been that picture, Slavers throwing overboard the dead and dying - typhon 

coming on. The enduring after-image, better known for very good reason in short form, 

on account of the ‘typhon’ I suspect, was The Slave Ship.

 What strikes me now is not that I can reconstitute my parents’ sitting-room (I 

spent thirteen years around that room, the last ones spectacled) but that I recall the 

momentary trauma as vividly. That event has acquired its place in my history of myself, 

and although it happened in another place entirely, the two locations are twinned as 

irrevocably as foreign towns affiliated by municipal decree. I can rewind the scene in my 

mental video-suite, and witness its Naumanesque minacity unfolding. 

 The setting was the dining hall of my primary school, a one-storeyed building with 

a floor that I remember as bare concrete but which must have been lino. Above was a 

pitched roof with beams supporting the roof about which my mental picture is surely 

also faulty. For I see corrugated metal, a sort of mottled silver-colour, when it must have 

been more than that. Light fittings hung from the trusses by long lengths of cable and 

their bulbs were cowled by shades, stiff and cream-toned against a line of Crittall-cased 

windows.

 Lee Harvey Oswald could have been practising for his dastardly moment in Dallas 

on the very day in leafy south London, and just into the sixties, that I was turning into 
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a Deeley Plaza of my very own. I had swung round the corner from the classroom and, 

like John F. Kennedy a few days later, expected nothing out of the ordinary to greet me 

but a sea of faces, some I knew and many I did not. What is more, it was Friday and 

even to my young head - especially to my young head - that signalled the imminent 

onset of the weekend.

 The only images in my mind at that point would have been the sort that ignited a 

warm glow of anticipation. Saturday shopping in Raynes Park, Elgar’s toy shop and Mr 

Wood’s hardware: its bare-boarded, whiskery floor and aroma of turps were a haven 

to my father, always an acolyte of Barry Bucknell’s, the 1950s home improvement guru 

who was John the Baptist to today’s messiahs of DIY. Then there would be teatime at 

my grandmother’s, an evening sitting beneath the telly for Jukebox Jury, The Dick Van 

Dyke Show (would he stumble over the poof during the credits this week?) and Doctor 

Who, followed by home, supper and bed. Yes, the weekend was starting here, and I was 

dreaming.

 Friday. Friday! But my parents never warned me. My primary was a Catholic 

institution; the school was a convent. Plush upholstered seats in Rome were still warm 

from the Second Vatican Council whose more liberal attitudes were only taking shape; 

they were not yet part of the weave and waft of a Catholic’s outlook. Fish remained a 

staple of that outlook, because we could not touch meat on Friday. Vegetables, yes, 

and much else, but the meat embargo always led to the fish option. And in early-sixties 

Catholicism, ‘option’ did not imply choice.

 The only fish that life, let alone my mother, had prepared me for arrived battered 

and frozen. It was bone-less, sauce-less, a little taste-less, and quite possibly fish-less, 

and being in universal finger form, it offered no physical link to the creatures of the sea. 

To my knowledge, this aquatic version only occurred in books, in polychromatic shoals 

in National Geographic, or in the murky, airless water found in spherical glass bowls 

at some friends’ homes, and quite terrifyingly in the right-hand bottom corner of The 

Slave Ship. To this six year old, it had no business being on a plate.

 The nuns patrolling the dinner hall at school dressed to impress and when it came to 

being impressed, I was unquestioningly in their catchment area. Each was wrapped in 

more jet-black cloth than would have blacked out a village in wartime, accessorised by 

gold-clasped ebony rosary beads. At the waist was a heavy brown leather belt with a 

weighted tip that swung as they walked and, at rest, hung down close to the floor.
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 Nuns had no visible anatomy in those days: no feet, no frame and their hands lurked 

within voluminous sleeves; they were to the human race what fish fingers were to 

fish; i.e. a remote possibility. Flesh met fresh air only on the face, invariably beaming 

through a frame of stiffly starched white cotton: the effect was not unlike the dining 

hall’s light bulbs shielded by the white celluloid shade. Their habit was one I was 

grateful to avoid. As I saw the blanched ridge of Mother Agnes’s forehead where her 

high white and tight coif pushed and pinched her pink flesh, I guessed it must have 

hurt. Once I also felt deeply scandalised when I peeked accidentally at her throat as, 

from my cross-legged position on the floor during story time, I had a clear sightline 

under the broad expanse of breast-plating wimple where it lay hidden. Sometimes I 

wonder why the creatures in Doctor Who never sent me in terror behind the sofa as 

often as they did friends raised in more secular homes, and I find my answer in these 

kindly but proto-alien figures. 

 I approached my table with a familiar mix of apprehension and anxiety. I was a 

nervous eater at the best of times. But that day, two things occurred that never 

normally did, and if this event ever received the same scrutiny as President Kennedy’s 

tragic final day, either fact would have kept conspiracy theorists in a feeding frenzy. 

Firstly, I became separated from my little friends. Secondly, I sat at a table of total 

strangers: worse … of older girls.

 Consequently, I had already entered the unknown when I looked down at my 

plate. As I write these words, I am catapulted back through forty and more years, 

somersaulting instantly into that moment. What I saw … was fish. The kind of fish, 

I can’t describe: I had no language for fish types then, just as I am frustrated by my 

poor knowledge of floral terminology now. The recipe: I can’t guess. Before me was a 

ravaged silver-skinned vision, with flesh torn and bones gaping, perhaps with a head 

and perhaps with glazed eyes wide open.

 Set in a red sea flecked with matter, this fellow shared an egregious tableau with 

one insular mound of mashed potato and a skin-sloughing tumour of tinned tomato 

egorgée (and I do not think I had ever seen one of those before). Without question, 

what my mind perceived was the incarnation of the corner of The Slave Ship that had 

lodged in my subconscious. The message telegraphed from my brain through a network 

of fast-firing neurotransmitters was not fight or flight; I was stuck fast.

 The source of my trauma thrashes away in the lower right quadrant. In the storm-
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tossed ocean Turner depicts a flurry of fish feasting on the thigh of a half-submerged 

body, one of the slaves thrown overboard by the evil captain of the miserable slave ship 

Zong when epidemic broke out and a typhoon threatened. Insurance could be claimed 

for the live cargo drowned at sea, but not for those who died of disease. The leg is a 

rigid diagonal topped by a foot around which curls the remnant of a loosened shackle 

and black-eyed fish set to on the flesh with tails flying and teeth bared. Seabirds flap 

overhead in the hope of carrion and, from the right margin approaches through a spray 

of white-flecked water my mental nemesis - the biggest fish in the piece, with silver-

toned skin, big eyes, a mouth and a menacing fin. That was my lunch plate.

 To an adult eye, Turner’s fish are not the scariest manifestations of marine 

menace; in fact, they have a comic quality. Some quarters at the time of the picture’s 

first exhibition, at the Royal Academy in May 1840, held the same opinion. The 

commentator in The Times was not impressed by “the leg of a negro, which is about to 

afford a nibble to a John Dory, a pair of soles, and a shoal of whitebait”. The Athenaeum 

drew attention to the colours, to Turner’s “passionate extravagance of marigold sky, 

and pomegranate-coloured sea …”. 

 Blackwood’s Magazine interpreted the cadaver-meal as “an object that long 

puzzled us. We may be wrong; but we have conjectured it to be a Catholic Bishop, in 

Canonicals gallantly gone overboard to give benediction to the crew, or the fish, or 

typhoon. The fish claiming their legacy is very funny.” Curious, isn’t it? The writers had 

seemingly anticipated my plight with their gastronomic and Catholic comparisons. The 

“pomegranate-coloured sea” pictured so presciently the very plate-load I encountered. 

Not, of course, that I knew it then (I have just found it out now); but my reaction, purely 

visual, was heading in a similarly epicurean and doctrinal direction.

 The signal for a nun gliding between tables at lunchtime to dismiss a diner to the 

pudding queue was an empty plate. However much I stared, my plate’s incarnadine 

load reduced by not one mouthful. Around me girls were bobbing up and away 

and back while I sat hard again the bentwood seat of the chair, ears burning, heart 

pounding. The air in the room was fragmenting around me like the Paris sky enfolding 

Robert Delaunay’s Eiffel Tower - or so it felt. Sounds and faces near and far were 

swapping places, back and forth, as my confused and bewildered brain was tethered to 

the only fixed point in my universe - the fish.

 Until, that is, I was almost alone in fast emptying hall. As chairs were lifted on to 
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table tops, not once did I blurt, and never cried, even though inside me raged my own 

personal typhoon of emotions. The girls had long ago dispersed into the playground, 

their advice scattering with them - advice on how to deceive the nuns circling 

wordlessly, sniffing my discomfort but constrained by doctrine. The release came, and 

I must have been fed something, as the cruelty would have been compounded by 

returning hungry to the classroom. I don’t remember; maybe I had no will to eat.

 The memory that stalks me did not, as far as I am aware, leave a scar, a wound, a 

mental laceration. But it did cast a long shadow over the cavernous recesses of what I 

have long pictured as the nightmarishly rusticated Piranesian chambers of my pysche. 

That shadow was, I would say, prandial in nature. If my levels of rutin are found to be at 

a low ebb, blame the tinned tomato; I avoided the fruit until way past my majority. And 

until relatively recently I did harbour a mistrust of fish in any culinary form, a condition 

that I attributed almost exclusively to this event. What is more, my alimentary organs 

still tense when I am offered a fish dish in almost any situation.

 And Turner? He was untroubled by the whole affair, going on to a fabulously 

successful centenary exhibition at the Royal Academy and a gallery named after him on 

the Thames. Once John Ruskin got to work on his reputation, Turner never looked back. 

And which was the oil painting that poor Ruskin owned? Slavers throwing overboard 

the dead and dying - typhon coming on, The Slave Ship, for short.
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Slave Ship Slavers throwing overboard the Dead and Dying - Typhoon coming on,

(detail)

J W M Turner, 1840, oil on canvas,  

photograph © 2005, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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… a short story

Zanzibari Women, November 1993 

watercolour on Fabriano Arti sti co paper, 506 cms by 393 cms
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My cousin Sam had told me that the military establishment in Zanzibar and Tanzania 

were very alert to the threat of spies from South Africa. He himself had already been 

threatened with having his legs broken, on the mainland, by soldiers accusing him of 

and his brother of photographing a military bridge.

 My itinerary for the day, as usual, was to produce a watercolour in the morning; my 

cousin was to train teachers in a school in a village on the east coast (the Indian Ocean), 

twenty miles away from the main port of Zanzibar where we were staying. We travelled 

by motorbike the whole way on a narrow ridge in between a ditch and a rutted main 

road. The name of the village, Sam roughly translated as ‘What no Deer?’

 He also informed me that the first floor veranda/balcony of one particular colonial 

style house would be an ideal spot to paint from, being a rare accessible ‘high’ point, 

which was located within a former military ‘zone’, now, he thought derelict. When we 

arrived it turned out to be indeed an ideal spot, having its own extensive leafy grounds 

and an excellent uninterrupted view of the bay (which was probably why the military 

liked it).

 Ever since arriving in Africa for the first time, my senses had been so affected, that 

my painting underwent a rapid evolution. The moment I stepped off the plane in 

Nairobi, I was stunned by the intense yellow dawn light, and the vast sense of scale and 

distance set by the plateau horizon. Nature and landscape were of an order I had never 

before come across, and new defining associations formed in my mind, throughout my 

stay in Africa.

 In attempting to record these impressions, new working methods and fresh 

approaches were explored. I collected many natural utensils, and used waves and sea 

water to apply paint. Natural tools included exotic looking cones, seaweed, twigs from 

MATTHEW ROBERTS
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mangrove trees, as well as natural sponges and a custom made silicon stencil.

 The process of painting started with observation and immersion into my 

surroundings. Elements were selected and a set of keys and values were established 

and memorized as equivalents of light and space. Associations were made, and 

particular objects filtered through archetypes. The act of painting itself was then to 

shut out the outside, the elements now internalized. Then it was a question of adding 

a little of the known while trying to play with the unknown, by utilizing tools which had 

unpredictable, while at the same time - particular, precise, and even delicate outcomes. 

These outcomes were then disciplined through abiding by the keys and patterns of 

light and structure already established. Spontaneity (reactive energy) - through the 

automatic application of watercolour - was channelled into scaling light (atmospherics), 

and landscape space. The watercolour mirrored the outside so that the improvisation 

maintained a relationship with  landscape. The particular sense of place arose from the 

degree of sensitivity and transparency involved in the act of mediating between paper 

and the outside.

 I was well aware of negative stereotypes of the westerner/adventurer in Africa, 

and notions of exotic and ‘primitive’ culture. My philosophy was to ignore all received 

cultural analysis, and to immerse body and mind in the immediate environment. This 

was how my painting worked - criticism happened outside the moment of making.

 It was this alchemy that I was struggling with, as I pored over my stretched 

watercolour paper on the veranda.

 After an hour of work I decided to descend from the veranda in order to relieve 

myself of the build up of mineral water in a suitable bush at the edge of the house 

grounds.

 I had barely finished, when I heard the sound of sticks beating the undergrowth 

around the back of the house. The three men (two in uniform, one shirted), then 

ascended the steps to the balcony where I had been working, completely ignoring me. 

I followed them, somewhat apprehensively, back to my watercolour and materials. The 

shirted man spoke a little English and asked me what I was doing. He then informed 

me that I was to accompany them to an unspecified location. I presumed that this was 

the Zanzibari procedure for arrest. I was then escorted in line, two behind and one 

in front, back to the village to the local police station. The shirted man instructed me 

to sit in the entrance hall on a bench, while he took my watercolour into an office. I 
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heard raised voices debating for five to ten minutes. I was then asked in. The shirted 

one was seated behind a desk in front of the window, the two uniformed men were 

standing to the side, and the watercolour was propped on a chair in the centre as the 

chief piece of evidence. I was then interrogated, and the main concern seemed to be 

the specific purpose behind my painting. The plain-clothed policeman then arrived 

at the key question. Moving towards the painting he pointed deliberately to a small 

and apparently incriminating mark near the centre of the paper, and, raising his voice, 

asked: “WHAT … IS … THIS?”

 I was somewhat taken aback but secretly flattered that my work could contain 

information of such significance to the Zanzibari authorities - my work had never 

caused such critical official reaction before. My protestation that there was at best only 

vague reference to the bay area, was tempered by the worrying realization that I could 

be faced with explaining the principles of twentieth century art and my own recent 

experiments with painting in less than ideal circumstances. However much I argued my 

case, I could not convince them of my innocence and the only recourse was to get back-

up. It actually took the local headmaster, an interpreter, and my cousin to convince 

them that I was not actually a spy, that I had trustworthy motives, and that my painting 

was not encoded with information for South African military mapping.
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… a short story

Over the Hills of Kurdistan: Flying over Kirkuk, Sydney W Carline 

oil on canvas, 38 cms by 45 cms, © 2005, Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford.
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We’re flying, Sydney and I. We’re flying over Kirkuk, a toy-like cluster of buildings edging 

the desert sands. Kirkuk, capital of At Ta’min province, four hundred miles north of 

Baghdad.

 Sydney takes the plane on a slow, climbing turn to starboard. Under the clatter of 

the propellor and the thrum of the engine, I can hear the fuselage creak in resigned 

compliance with his joystick urgings. Kirkuk is behind us now, and between us and it are 

three other aircraft. For a moment, they hang motionless. The ferocity of the air battle 

that conjoins us is impossible to guess at. The intermittent babble of machine-guns and 

tiny blooms of smoke from the bursting shells seem incongruous in the parched, sun-

filled air above the hills and plains.

 Each time I look back over the tail of the plane my stomach shifts into my mouth. 

On the ground we live out our lives by the constancy of perspective. Up here, beyond 

the skeletal ribs of the biplane’s body, its honest rules have no meaning. Land and sky 

swop places in a dance of unsettling complexity. They’re part of the same continuum, 

particulate matter both, separated only in their degree of dissolution. Thankfully, the 

plane’s instruments convince me that we’re still rising, outrunning the bullets whose 

comic mantra camouflages a pantheon of violation and dismissal.

 If we make it back, I wonder whether this will be one of the events that Sydney 

decides to capture in paint? Before becoming a pilot, Sydney studied at the Slade 

School and went on to Paris to complete his early education. It was the Vorticist 

Christopher Nevinson who first introduced him to the fractured, speed-enriched vision 

of Filippo Marinetti and the Italian Futurists, and it was probably under his influence 

that Sydney began to infuse his landscapes with those oddly foreshortened jolts which 

we now think of as his painterly signature. Witnessing the elevated stage play being 

OVER KURDISTAN
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acted out against the wires of our controls, I realise that the illusion Sydney creates in 

his paintings is not just a construct. It’s a fact of life. Unencumbered by the pull of the 

earth’s mass, the relationships between objects and their contexts take on a plastic 

fluidity.

 As we continue our spiralling trajectory, I recall Sydney describing his first impression 

of flying over the fields of southern England.

 “One feels that it is oneself and the machine that is stable, and the earth may be a 

long way off; but you have nothing to do with it, except that you slept the night down 

there. You take your position by gravitation, and it is the earth that gets out of position. 

You find the earth sideways on, instead of flat as one has always imagined it to be.”

 That was three years ago, in 1916, when Sydney received his commission in the Royal 

Flying Corps, learning to fly RE8s and Maurice Farman Shorthorns. 

 After convalescing from the wounds he received while serving in a bomber squadron 

over the Somme, Sydney returned to active service on the Italian front in 1917. His 

brother Richard told me that, with only two patrols each day, he had plenty of time in 

which to deploy his facility as a draughtsman. Sometimes he drew or painted a recent 

battle from memory, a propensity that led to his official appointment as a War Artist 

for the Royal Air Force. Like Richard, Sydney was commissioned to depict air views, 

subjects seen from an aircraft. Earlier this year, the three of us were posted to chart the 

destruction of the Turkish forces in Palestine and Mesopotamia. Now we find ourselves 

in Kurdistan. Sydney’s images of British scouts leaving aerodromes on patrol and attacks 

on Turkish boats in the Sea of Galilee stay with me like mnemonics.

 But the ground forces have had it much rougher than us. I can readily comprehend 

how they have come to look upon this war as an Armageddon. The artillery and the 

mines and the bombs make no distinction in their targets, which is why Paul Nash’s 

pictures, with their blasted and withered trees standing in for charnel-house bodies, 

touch such a chord. For the infantry in Belgium and northern France, even more so than 

for those out here, this conflict has created a scenario that allows for the possibility of 

the complete extinction of nature.

 From up here, we can see that the horror, although grievous, has its limits. None 

of us would continue to argue, as we did back in 1914, that the war is a necessary 

purgative, but neither do we see ourselves as prophets or seers. In wartime, the job of 

the artist is driven as much by social, political and military need as it is by aesthetics. 
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Those down below sound a warning to the future about the grim possibilities inherent 

in new technologies. Those in the air see another destiny: harsh yes, deadly yes, but 

paradoxically improving. It’s a future as much eased as perturbed by the inventiveness 

of the human intellect, where people can escape the force field of gravity and achieve 

results with a greater efficiency.

 War from the air engenders a removal, a distance. This renders it dispassionate, 

but its objectivity can be a strength. While some of those artists who were called up 

for the army have been forced to reconsider their avant-garde stance in the wake of 

their experiences in the trenches, retreating from abstraction towards a figurative 

alternative, we in the air can see that the outlook is sleek and mechanistic. What need 

have we for abstraction when our lives embrace the transcendent fantasy of flight? The 

war has heightened our awareness of our fallibility, our tenuous place in the world and 

some of the better artists, like Sydney, have produced work which encapsulates that 

development. It is almost as though the conflict has refined his vision, tempered his 

creativity in a crucible of discord.

 Surely one of the reasons for Sydney’s success lies in his remarkable ability to evoke 

the peculiar loneliness of flight. Even in these two-seaters, the sense of isolation is 

palpable. There is nothing eloquent in the world except in human intercourse. When 

the opportunity for communication is denied we lose our identity. Here, now, above 

Kirkuk, I am this plane, this air. Very quickly I establish a distance between my new 

persona - wing, flap, rudder, aerostat, cloud, thermal, horizon - and everything else that 

preceded it. I see the other planes. I see the other flyers. If I turn to face forwards, I 

can see Sydney, but I am no longer in communion with these beings because they and 

I are held aloft in a void. All aerial relationships are optical, yet the rubbery panorama 

renders questionable the truth of what we see and so we transform ourselves into our 

plane and the invisible medium that sustains it.

 Like many dogfights, the one in which we have played such a minor part has run 

its course with each of the participants scuttling for home, tail between legs. No 

winners today and no losers either. So much the better. It can’t be long before we’re 

posted back to Britain. Sydney feels that the situation in the Middle East is reaching a 

conclusion, so with any luck we’ll be back in time for Christmas.

 On returning to Britain, Sydney Carline was appointed Ruskin Master of 
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Drawing at the University of Oxford. During his tenure, which began in 1922, Richard 

Carline, Stanley and Gilbert Spencer and Paul and John Nash all taught at the Ruskin 

School. Sydney Carline died of pneumonia at the age of forty in 1929.
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… a short story
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TONY GODFREY
FROM DO ANGELS EVER SMILE?

“It should have been ideal, or as near as life ever gets, but it wasn’t.”

 Ivor Brown paused over his beer and looked thoughtfully at the unopened packet 

of crisps on the table before him. Riotous laughter from a gang of young men in suits 

standing at the bar - office workers out on the razzle, I assumed - cascaded over his 

silence.

 “Why not?” I asked. I had known Ivor long enough to be painfully aware that if you 

didn’t prompt him sometimes after he finished a sentence he would sit there silently, 

contentedly lost in his own thoughts. Banally I added,

 “You certainly got a good suntan.”

 “Yes.” He smiled and rubbed his left hand on his closely cropped hair.

 “I had some good days sailing out in the bay.” After each and every sentence he 

paused for a while, as though planning the next.

 “I met some very interesting and well informed people.” Pause.

 “The faculties at the college where I was based were excellent.” Pause.

 “The students I had to occasionally teach were enthusiastic and pleasant.” Pause.

 “There was nothing I could find fault with.” Pause.

 “I was given a large comfortable flat with a view of the Pacific.” Pause.

 “I had access to all the materials I could possibly need.” Pause.

 “The weather was marvellous.” Pause.

 “But …” He shook his head.

 “What?”

 “I was bored. It was all too comfortable. I lost the need to work. Everyday I would 

go to my studio, unless it was one of those rare days when I was supposed to teach, 

and I would potter about. I’d cut metal and etch away at it with acid. I’d get the 
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studio assistants to bring me bigger bits than I’d ever been able to work with in 

London. Nevertheless at the end of three months I’d produced nothing interesting or 

challenging. The truth was, I myself hadn’t been challenged. I made work, but I was 

only going through the motions. There was no emotional necessity for me to work. 

Some days I’d just lose interest in it by midday and would go sailing instead or else go 

down to a café and sit and watch all the beautiful people walking by. 

 “It brought home to me how much I need the right atmosphere. The isolation, the 

sounds and smells of my studio at Homerton road are ideal. The sound of the bottle 

factory across the canal, the smell of old oil paint and rotting vegetation floating down 

the canal. The resistance to art in this country helps in a bizarre way: the fact that so 

few people really care about what you’re doing. The looks of hate from other artists like 

Bevis when you pass them. Funnily enough, it all suits me.”

 “But you managed to get work done in Spain two years ago?”

 “But that is an old, smelly, noisy country like England. California is so sanitised. There 

death only happens on television, or behind the closed white doors of institutions. It is 

never really visible. In Spain La Muerte is everywhere. Sex and death mingle with the 

smells of the orange trees and the dust. They are both accepted as real things - actual 

events - and as part of the poetry of the place. I love the funerals there. I love the 

squalor of the bullfight. It is also true of England: death and decay hang in the air here 

like a miasma.”

 I had never known him speak so poetically: he had closed his eyes as if savouring the 

memory of such smells, such intimations of mortality.

 “Talking of smells,” I said, “I got a phone call this afternoon from a woman in your 

studio block. She was very distraught: she claimed that a smell of rotting meat is 

coming from your studio.”

 “Jean Lock?”

 “Yes. Do you know her?”

 “Not really, but she’s well known for complaining, mostly about people having their 

music too loud. But many other things too. People leaving rubbish in the corridors. 

Apparently, she complained when the girl in the next studio to hers wore too much 

perfume. She is hypersensitive about smells and noises.”

 “What is her work like?”

 There was a noticeable silence from the yuppies at the bar and then another uproar 
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of laughter.

 “White on white abstractions. Very beautiful. Sometimes they are presented as 

diptychs with, on the other canvas, a trace of some object from her childhood. She is 

very serious: I like her. That oaf Bevis, of course, insists that she is a lesbian madwoman: 

she has complained several times about the volume he plays his music at, but I can 

understand why she should be hypersensitive. If you spend an entire career painting 

white against white you are going to become painfully aware of the most minute 

change in your environment.”

 “Could there be anything rotting in your studio?”

 “I left two sheep’s heads in the freezer. I was doing some paintings of them before I 

went to the States. I thought that they might be suitable for preserving in formaldehyde 

and using in another piece. Didn’t I tell you about those paintings?”

 “Yes. You wanted me to see them along with the last piece. We couldn’t arrange a 

time before you went for me to come over.”

 “The last piece,” he said reflectively.

 I waited as he composed his next sentence. 

 “Like chucking a banana in a crate!” The sentence was bellowed loudly from the bar. 

There was another uproar of guffawing and back-slapping as the boys in suits heard, 

what one presumed, was the punchline to an obscene story.

 “It raised,” Ivor continued at last, “a lot of problems which I failed to resolve in 

California. My work, as you know, has always been concerned with revealing the 

underlying nakedness - literally and metaphorically. In that last piece I tried to combine 

the radicality of my earlier work with traditional painting after the figure. If you can 

imagine a box made of four eight foot high sheets, covered on the outside with all sorts 

of animals drawn in schematic ways: cartoon animals, simplified diagrams, logotypes. 

As you get closer you realise that each animal’s eye is in fact a hole drilled through 

the metal. You look through them and see, on the inside, four nude women. Life-size 

paintings. In the bottom of the box is a pile of bones. I don’t think it works: It’s too 

obvious, too dissonant. But I would like to know what you think. Maybe you can suggest 

something I should do or think about.”

 “I’d love to see it. It sounds extraordinary. Did you spend a lot of time on the 

paintings?”

 “I’ve always done a lot of life paintings. People have never realised, because I’ve 
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never shown them to anyone. But I have no false modesty, I’m very good at it.”

 “I’m intrigued. Going back to the smell: it couldn’t be the bones that are smelling?”

 “No. I bleached them thoroughly. I suppose it’s possible the freezer’s been turned off 

in which case the sheep’s heads would decay.”

 “Did you pay the bill before you went away?”

 “Of course. I’m very meticulous about such things. You know me. The smell’s 

probably caused by a dead rat trapped under the floorboards. That’s happened before.” 

He smiled to himself, opened his packet of crisps and began to eat them deliberately, 

one by one.

 “Why don’t we,” he said, pausing from his crisp eating, “go over to the studio now. 

You can see those paintings and that last piece of work. I can check for a dead rat.”

 “Fine, shall we get a cab? I didn’t bring my car.”

 “Excellent,” he paused. “I’m sorry. I should have asked whether you weren’t planning 

on going out with Celia tonight?”

 “No, Celia walked out on me two months ago.”

 “I see,” he said, without the slightest show of sympathy. “Have you got the keys?”

 I handed him the Yale key that undid the main door to the complete studio block 

and an oversize Victorian key made of black iron nearly five inches long that opened his 

studio door.

 During the cab ride to his studio he asked me whether I was still going to do the work 

for the Sunday Reporter. His response when I said that I was, was that anything would 

be better than the hackneyed and trivial writing of Julian Ashby.

 “I am sure you can do much better than that,” he said, weighing each word with care. 

“What we need is art criticism that is not mere prejudice and opinion, but is about 

ideas. Art is an intellectual activity. It is not just about taste. It is more like philosophy 

than anything else today. It should be written about as if it were the serious business it 

is.”

 We got to Homerton road on the stroke of ten. Having opened the main door Ivor 

stood still, inhaling deeply, breathing in the smells of the entrance hall. The walls of 

the hallway were covered with old posters of art exhibitions and hand written signs: 

‘life model available’, ‘Has anyone got April’s Artforum?’, ‘Stretchers made cheaply’, 

‘Siberian charcoal for sale’.

 “It is strange,” Ivor laughed, inhaling again. “This is what I missed: the smell of old oil 
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paint, turps, thermal underwear, French cigarettes, stale beer. The smell of the English 

artist at work - or at least pretending he is at work.”

 I followed him down the corridor and down the stairs at the back of the building to 

the basement. Halfway down he stopped.

 “I think she’s right. There is a smell of rotting meat.”

 I sniffed the air. Mixed in with all the other smells was a sweet pungent smell. I stood 

behind him as he fitted the old iron key into the keyhole. He turned it and then gave the 

door a solid push. As the door swung open the stench hit me like a wave breaking on 

the beach. I gagged with revulsion, stagering back down the corridor for fresher air.

 “Jesus! It’s appalling, disgusting, Ivor.”

 “Extraordinary!”

 He stood in the open doorway, the key still held in his left hand. He stared into the 

studio and raising his left hand rubbed his scalp with it.

 “What’s extraordinary?” I asked, pinching my nose so as not to be overwhelmed by 

the charnel house stink.

 “There’s a dead body in my studio.”

 “Uh?”

 “A dead human body. Look for yourself.”

 I edged towards the doorway and looked in. I had pulled my T-shirt up over my nose 

and mouth in an attempt to stop this reek of corruption entering my lungs. Hanging 

by a chain from the joist in the middle of his studio hung what indeed seemed to be 

a human body. It was wrapped in several layers of bubble-wrap secured by loops of 

masking tape. The chain went round the feet. It’s head, or rather the blackened stump 

where the head had been, hung above a glass tank filled with a muddy liquid. The two 

arms hung out, extended like Saint Peter’s when he was crucified. The arms ended in 

stumps not hands. Beneath the bubble-wrap, the skin was a putrescent purple.

 I looked away. I felt giddy. I staggered back and leant against the wall. I could feel a 

nausea building up in my throat. I was desperate for clean, fresh air. I was unsteady on 

my feet.

 “Extraordinary”, he said again. His voice was filled with both wonder and satisfaction, 

just as an angler’s would be on landing a rare or unusually large fish; or as an 

astronomer’s would be on viewing a newly discovered planet.

 I glanced back into the studio. He was circling around the dead body as if it were a 
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life model whose pose needed to be examined and adjusted.

 “At least five layers of bubblewrap held together by masking tape,” he said. 

 I turned away. His voice was as dispassionate as that of a clerk detailing an inventory 

to a secretary.

 “The body is male - or was. Its penis and testicles have been cut off. The rats, judging 

by the rips in the bubble-wrap and the flesh underneath, have got to it recently. The 

head has been immersed in acid and has, apart from the lower jaw, dissolved. There 

are no teeth left in the jawbone. Much of the acid has evaporated leaving the neck and 

jaw exposed. The bubble wrap would have kept the smell in otherwise. The body was 

approximately six foot high, well built and …”

 His voice grew indistinct to me as I ran up the stairs. I was running as if I was being 

pursued. I was losing my peripheral vision. Things were growing dark around me. I 

made it to the pay-phone before I fainted. I steadied myself against the graffiti-covered 

wall and breathed in deeply, trying to regain some composure. The number of the 

local police station was written by the phone. I rang it. I could hear my voice squeak, 

unnaturally high.

 “Homerton Road studios. No. 13. I’ve found a dead body. It’s been murdered. 

Basement. Ivor Brown’s studio.”

 “Who is the victim, sir?”

 “I don’t know. It’s upside down.”

 “I see sir, and who are you?”

 “Gawain Fitzgerald. I’ll be at the front door to meet you.”

 “We’ll be right with you, sir,” the voice said, with a signal lack of enthusiasm.

 I opened the front door. The night air was cool and fresh. A church bell was ringing 

in the distance. It sounded clear in the wind-less street. A motorbike roared past me. 

I could smell the fresh grass, the old burgers left in the gutter, cheap brandy and stale 

urine from the alleyway nearby. A dog began to bark in the compound behind the car-

hire firm opposite. I bent over and began to vomit on the pavement.

 I was sitting on the doorstep, still retching, when I saw four large shoes before me on 

the pavement. I looked up and saw two large policemen.

 “Are you Gerald Fitzgawain?”

 The one who was spoke was plucking chips from a crumpled bag one by one, and 

stuffing them in his mouth. As he was speaking to me bits of inadequately masticated 
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chip flew from his lips. The other policeman held a half-eaten ham sandwich in one 

hand and a polystyrene cup of coffee in the other.

 “Yes, but it’s Gawain Fitzgerald.”

 “You reported a stiff,” said Fish and Chips.

 “Yes.”

 “Would you care to show it to us, sunshine,” said Ham Sandwich.

 I nodded.

 “We are going to be very pissed off if this is a little joke,” said Fish and Chips. “This is 

our dinner time what you’ve interrupted.”

 “I wish it were a joke.”

 I led them down the corridor towards the back staircase. They followed behind me, 

looking around suspiciously for - I presume - the joke.

 As we reached the bottom of the stairs Ham Sandwich stopped, sniffing the air.

 “Strewth, this smells something rotten,” he muttered. “What is it?”

 I pointed at the open studio door.

 With increasing trepidation, they moved towards Ivor’s studio. They placed their feet 

carefully, trying not to make a sound. Eventually, they got there and looked inside. The 

bag of chips fell to the ground. The coffee spilt out. They stood aghast, mouths open, 

their faces suddenly pale.

 Fish and Chips suddenly sat down on the ground, eyes staring. Ham Sandwich, 

showing greater sangfroid, got out his radio and began shouting shrilly into it.

 “Sarge, sarge, it’s for real, there’s a body hanging up here, it’s all wrapped up in 

cellophane, its hanging upside down on a chain, and there’s, you won’t believe this, 

some fucking weirdo, drawing it!”
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… a short story
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From time to time I will tell someone the story of a certain night and morning. There 

are those moments that seem in the aftermath to have appeared out of nowhere, a 

different space, and returned there as well. 

 I don’t think that anyone can tell whether the imprints that spread their traces in us 

have been altered within and through time and our lives. Often their appearance is as 

fragile as it is fugitive, and its taste disappears slowly like a strange perfume from our 

reality and then starts existing in a vague universe we call memory. It is left to us to 

accept the existence and authority of those moments or to make the decision to not 

remember them for what they are.

 And what are they?

 When I tell someone the story of those particular hours, then it is because somehow 

this drawer was opened. A real drawer, not just the metaphorical one, in which I 

store some photos; the few personal indices that assure me that my past has actually 

happened. One of those photos, accidentally taken on that very morning, later found 

its way into a painting, which in turn found its way into the portfolio with which I was 

accepted into art school. There were a few portraits, one landscape populated by 

tower blocks, and then this painting of three young people. Nearly all my depictions 

of people from that time were nudes: I had a predisposition for the human body 

then. I assumed that the ‘radiation’ of the body was one that could convey something 

important. Maybe this was the first stage, I’m not entirely sure. I didn’t think about my 

work then. It came out of me like an extension of my body, and so perhaps it visualised 

itself like that. I can today view the work of those years as the body of my younger 

self, some sort of physical manifestation, on paper and with different media. Maybe 

this is why the expression ‘body of work’ exists. Within sculpture or installation the 

MARCUS KLEINFELD
SURFACE RADIATION
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approach might be even more physical, but I feel comfortable with the vertically and 

strict ascending surface, with a framed representation that has pulled itself together, 

flattened out within a space, and facing you only as that. I feel that a painting’s demand 

for attention is less insistent than that of a video screen. The encounter might be also 

less spatial than with a sculpture: I don‘t need to see all sides, the front tells me all! 

But I have experienced the shock of a large-scale canvas within an entirely whitened 

room: the way it projects the colour out of itself. It has changed something within the 

space. Not as corporeal as an object would be: it doesn’t obstruct us, or sit or stand 

somewhere in a corner. This isn’t my idea of an encounter. I guess I like the panoramic 

quality that a painting carries within itself, which at the same time is its insurmountable 

challenge. You look at it like you would look at the sea or a landscape; as something 

that you cannot touch because it is a visual representation far beyond you and also 

beyond the canvas itself. It is more than it appears to be. If you would get closer, you 

would loose the view. It just floats or hangs or pulsates before you, or it oozes or clings 

or projects. When we look at a painting we look at something that, paradoxically, 

cannot be contained within the space it inhabits. Yet it is very much there. It remains an 

impossible representation within a format that can’t be sufficient; yet this is all it needs. 

It is no less confrontational than any other medium. I just like the idea of it ‘hanging 

there‘. There is something strangely self-contained about a canvas. We can pass by 

those walls, and we can walk past those images on them. They again look at us fixed, 

always hung parallel to floor and ceiling. I think there could be some sense of vertigo 

within those structures of frames and corridors: some strange dream we might have, 

one time in our life, and then maybe a second time, many years later. We have seen 

this image of images, within a space, hundreds or thousands of times in our lives, in 

our parents’ house, in galleries, in films, on accidental photographs. People still seem to 

need to hang something on their walls. It is a strange act, a strange window with which 

to punctuate a wall: something that you want to see, near yourself, for the rest of your 

life, that you can look at every day, at every hour. It might, at some point, dissolve back 

into its parts and become again what it was all along: wet, oily paint, smeared onto that 

fabric, coarse or fine; those fibres, suffocated by glue; the movements with brushes on 

it, like waves, or stings, or with knives, metal, wood, plastic; rhythmic; staccato, presto, 

adagio: they would make sounds. The paintings would smell of solvent; you could get 

dizzy from it, or you might bow your head down to it every time you open a new bottle, 
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as if to pay homage to that thing there in your life, which could be ‘Painting’ as such: 

the manifestation of what you have doing all those years, when the day comes that you 

put it out on the table (or against the wall) to have it looked at by someone outside 

yourself. All those oils, pigments, thinners and solvents might start to permeate you, 

might take your outer layers away and leave your skin raw. It would get sticky or just 

dry, like paper, like something that doesn’t quite belong to you anymore, which you 

have left without water for too long. You rub your fingertips against each other and 

breathe out. Behind you is the painting - inside, this space.

 There might be full histories within the colours that you would squeeze out, 

impatient; that you would tip against the glass or wood of your palette. The heaviness 

of the tubes in your hand: like weapons, like bullets. You open the cap, and the 

first drop of oil runs out like a tear or like semen, maybe painful, or eager, or full of 

expectation - or maybe it doesn‘t mean much anymore. Histories of alteration of those 

blobs of pigment then, of transformations, of new connections, of wide fields of that 

strange luminosity that will - in its particular molecular structure, in exactly this mixture 

- have existed only once in this world. You would look at it, glistening on the canvas 

like saliva, or the nectar of an alien plant, or like sheets of metal, like something purely 

industrial or else like something more organic than the sum of its parts. Then the lines, 

the pushing of parts in parts, of the wet into wet or into dry, or the scratching and 

scraping and the moment when the thinking stops and you are just with yourself and 

that thing which is you too but it as well. I can’t talk about it all, but I know that for us, 

there is all of that, there is disappointment and glory, persistence and giving-in, war 

and peace, love and hate, all and nothing. Maybe this is all too much. But maybe it can 

be all that, in those certain times and moments. It is contained within four sides, and 

again within four walls. I guess that it doesn’t do a lot but be there. I don’t know how 

it got to that, and how I got to it, really; or maybe I do and that’s the story I wanted to 

tell in the beginning, of this one night and morning somewhere, some time. The photo 

that was taken then is not a representation and couldn’t have been, but I can show it 

to people that I think might need that kind of invitation, and then I might talk for a bit. 

The painting of it is nothing much either; it is something different and yes, it goes one 

step further in describing what there was. I don’t think the exact events are relevant, 

but that night all my body breathed was paint, and it hurt, and it wouldn’t wash off 

for hours. And us: we would just look at each other and the space between, shake our 
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heads in wonder. In the room that night there was the shared understanding that what 

we had experienced was the rediscovery of something we believed had been lost for 

more than just a lifetime or two. I don’t think we even knew it hadn’t been there until 

we saw that it was back! It was the last night of 1999, the Millennium. My life was an 

open mouth back then, stunned and hungry and full of desperate laughter and sighs 

alike. Maybe I found something that night - it was the first time I had smelt and felt 

oil paints - and I would smell it in the flat for days, and my clothes had it, and my skin 

was infested. Or maybe I lost something, and now I’m painting for it, for my life, for 

some form of alternative. Who could say what it is or was? Maybe it was nothing but a 

collective dream. All I know is that I’ve been making paintings in the years since then; 

not as many as I would have liked, but some were OK and some of them I’ve even been 

proud of. They have been there as extensions, they have been another form of body. 

And those years have been, all in all, good years. I sometimes touch them, the years, 

the paintings, gently; like you would touch a big animal that you know doesn’t care 

but you pat it just to know it’s still there. And then I might look out of some window. 

Perhaps the world hasn’t changed, and maybe I haven’t, or I have. Things continue to 

be different. Maybe it’s this white space with those pictures inside. Maybe I don’t need 

to worry. If this is what I shall see forever one day, then I think I can live with those 

images, portraits, landscapes, fields, environments, colours, and whatever they might 

have been. A constant stream: what it meant to be human; what those paintings were 

all about in the end. The proclamation of a different light.
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… a short story
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Here’s my story …

My wife was trained in video and performance; when she started to make what’s called 

a career as an artist, she did so as a sculptor. But she kept having a yen to try her hand 

at painting.

 I kept having a yen to try my hand at being a good husband. One of the ways I did 

this was to sometimes act as a sort of studio assistant; I learned how to stretch her 

canvases. 

 One day I said, 

 “Would you like me to gesso it as well?”

 She said, 

 “Oh, no, I like to do that myself. It helps me get in touch with the painting.” 

 And I thought, 

 “Painting makes itself another mystic …”

BARRY SCHWABSKY
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… a short story
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Put the words away

Pull out the images

What do they do

Fill space

Flat space

CAROL SZYMANSKI
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